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opening arc
see what the men's and women's basketball teams have
lined up this season in the sports preview on page 8
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A daily independent student press serving the campus and surrounding community
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Pres. search
committee
opens up to
community
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Suicide stuns
Iowa campus
After being accused
of sexual harrassment,
a Univ. of Iowa

By Michelle
Bossarman
Reporter

professor commited
suicide Wednesday
| Page 3

Iraq war hits
friends and
family hard
Many note the effect
the war has on those
serving in it. but the
war is also felt by those
waiting at home for
loved ones overseas

|Pa*6

Concealed
carry, no good
While some students
support concealed
carry on campus,
statistics don't support
safety | Page 4

Venice won't
break the bank
Columnist Alison
PHOTOS BY BtNLOHMAN t-;Si,MW

Kemp spent a weekend
in Italy and found it is
possible to visit Venice
under budget | Page 4

Huskies 2-0
against Falcons

Its a tale of four businesses united as one
for new downtown establishment BLDG

The Falcon soccer

By Lauren Graham
Reporter

team was shut out of
the MAC Tournament
quarterfinal by the NIL!
Huskies for the second
year in a row | Page 9

BLDG, a new store (hat opened ar 133 E. Wooster St. in downtown
Bowling Green, is a unique shop that brings four different concepts
and unites them to form one company.
The store, which is located three doors down from KamiKaze's,
stands for Beats, Lounge, Designs and Gear.
The first division of the company — the clothing store, Nyamari
Designs — is easily recognizable while walking down the sidewalks of the downtown area, owner Micah Nyamari said.

ii

[We want to] let people know
we are always open, building
friendships and that anyone
can stop by anytime to chill,
hangout and talk.
fc 4
Marcus Seville Simpson | BLDG co-owner

See BLDG | Page 2
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The task of selectinganew president
for the University
is a long, difficult Jill Carr
process the presi- Dean of
dential
search Students and
committee has to
make. But before Staff Rep to
continuing the the Presidential
search, communi- Search
ty members were Committee
asked for their
opinion.
last night in the Wood County
District Public I jbrary, community
members brought up issues like
the deterioration of the city and
student enrollment management
in the meeting held by the committee. The presidential search
committee invited members of
the Bowling Green community
to share their views and concerns
regarding what characteristics and
expectations the next president
should possess.
Community member Geneveive
Stang, former professor in the college of education, believes the new
president must be fully aware of
the history of the institution.
"History is a foundation," Stang
said. "The next president needs
to know how diverse the background is and build on that and
go forward."
The search committee is made
up of faculty, staff, students, community and trustee members
chosen by category by the Board
of Trustees. The comminee was
appointed in luly, where they decided on the search firm Witt/Kicffer
to help create the Institutional and
leadership Profile that informs
presidential applicants about the
University.
Staff Representative and Dean
of Students lill Carr expressed the
purpose of the meeting as the very
important need for community
involvement. Their projected time
line for hiring a new president is
See SEARCH | Page 2

A head start on the job game
Many University students realize the importance of working
towards internships as a way to reach higher career goals

I

By Elizabeth Hartman
If you could create your

yours be?

KATIE BREIDENBAUCH
Freshman, Film
"Understanding other

I

people."
| Page 4

TODAY

For university students,
interning can meet more than
a graduation requirement. It
can springboard you into a
permanent job.
A new nationwide survey
fromcareerbuilder.comreveals
that nearly 60 percent of hiring employers are expected to
hire college interns for permanent positions. Bowling Green
staff and students are not surprised at the importance of an
internship.
Senior Seth Fried found this
to be the case during his campus internship with the "MidAmerican Review," a literary
journal on campus. The creative writing department sent
out an e-mail for the journal's

said, noting that many medical
technology students' internships have turned into jobs.
Sophomore Sara McGuire
must complete three internships before graduating
with a degree in Visual
Communication Technology,
and has already started looking and found a few prospects.
McGuire was told about a VCT
internship through a friend.
"He learned a lot more of
the technical side since he was
trained for a specific job as
opposed to a broad spectrum,"
she said.
While some students are
looking for internship opportunities, some students are not
See INTERN I
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INTERNSHIP QUICK TIPS:

Showers
High: 58. Low: 42

i

internship position and Fried
applied. Though his Latin
major and creative writing
minor do not require an internship, he said he still found the
experience to be helpful.
"There, I brought a lot ol
energy into my work and organized writing workshops and
festivals," he said. Fried is now
the "Mid-American Review's"
assistant editor.
Dr. Robert Harr, chair of the
University's medical technology program, feels internship
experience is invaluable to
employers too.
"The operations of a workplace are very different than
the environment in college,
and having been in that environment makes the adjustment smoother and faster," he

Reporter

own minor, what woud

TOMORROW
Rain/Wind
High: 45, Low: 32

k

■ Talk to family, friends.
professors and past and
present employers about
what internships you are
interested in. These individuals may have the connections
you are
looking for.

I

Sign up for the Career
Center's WorkNet. fill in
information with what type of
internship you are searching
and you will receive e-mails
on relevant internship and job
opportunities.

Go to Career Fairs. Even
if the fair does not match
your career interests, talking
with employers gives you
interviewing practice as well
as deepens your network of
people with interesting
connections.

When other minors just don't cut
it, students can create their own
By Andy OUriel
Reporter

Passionate for comic books,
former student Marc Sumerak
could not find any programs
offered by the University to help
him on his intended career path
when it cametowritingfor comic
books.
But by taking classes with bits
and pieces of the knowledge he
needed in order to write for the
industry.aplannedminor helped
Sumerak launch his career as a
writer for Marvel comics, where
he now writes for popular characters including Spiderman,
Wolverine and The Hulk.
A creative writing major,
Sumerakcouldnotdecideonone
specific minor, but he liked certain aspectsfrom classes offering
particular skills he would need
in order to write for comics.
With the help of an advisor, Sumerak took advantage
of applying to create a planned
minor before his graduation in
2000.
"Creating my minor let me
directly apply to my career
path," Sumerak said in reference to picking particular classes aimed at becoming a comic
book writer.
Sumerak's minor, which was
titled "Publication in Media"

"Creating my minor
let me directly apply
to my career path."
Marc Sumerak | Comic book writer

included a mixture of classes of
pop culture, folklore, technical
writing, telecommunications
and independent studies.
"It was a very helpful thing to
cater toward my career path and
my course of studies," he said.
The College of Arts and
Sciences offers planned minors
to students who share the same
intentions and problems of finding a particular minor for them
like Sumerak.
In the college, every planned
minor must have a focus said
Diana Carpenter, associate
director of student services.
Throughout the course of the
minor, the student must take at
least 21 credit hours, and more
than half of them must be taken
at the 300 level or higher.
"|The planned minorl helps
students pursue a career goal,"
Carpenter said. "We work with
students. They might be in a

VISIT BGNEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES. MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE

See MINOR | Page 2
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BLDG
From Page 1
According lo Nyamari, the
store houses exceptional cloth
Ills that cannot he found elsewhere in the area, and pieces are
made by International designers
from Kngland, Italy. Asia, Europe
and Africa.
Clothes range from sizes small
to four extra large, and include
tops, dresses, women's shoes,
rare sneakers, tecs, jeans, handbags, jewelry, watches and skateboard decals.
New shipments arrive every
two weeks, guaranteeing new
and exciting clothes available
for purchase twice a month,
Nyamari said.
Custom designs are also available, with clothes ranging in
price from $2 to about SB9.
However, not everything
sold in the store goes hack into
Nyamari Designs.
Instead, a certain percentage
of the profits goes towards organizations such as Save Orphans
by Designs a nd Act ive Christians
Today.
Another division of the company — The loft — is avail
able for rent to the public on
the upper level of the building.
There is a VII' section, and is able
to comfortably hold around 350
individuals.
To rent the space, there is a
variety of options to pay, and
there is no specific reason needed, whether it is for a private
party, general meeting, or a
small concert.
Yet another aspect of Bl.IXi is
the Music Lovers Headquarters,
a recording studio located within the building.

According to owner Will
"DUB" Wicks, no appointments
arc necessary for students interested in recording a CD. which
costs $20 an hour for students,
and $40 an hour for the public.
For less than an hour, it is 35
cents per minute.

"All services are discounted
for students, they receive 50 percent off all services," Wicks said.
"This is great for independent
artists."
After recording. Wicks will
mix-down tracks, master it and
give a copy of the initial CD
to whoever recorded it. After
about three days, the recorder
will receive a master radioready CD.
Other services provided
include radio and commercial ads, CD duplication, studio training, artist counseling,
copyright registration and barcode acquisition.
The fourth division of the
company is I'm So Mars, a creative design company owned by
Marcus Seville Simpson.
He designs many things for
campus organizations and local
organizations, hut says his availability is not limited to these.
Simpson will also do "custom
illustrations, Web design and
hosting, posters, flyers, business cards, logo and identity
branding, CD covers and tattoo
designs."
And though the company has
plans lo expand after a year to the
Detroit area, the Howling Green
area was chosen as« beginning
place to open the store because
the owners felt comfortable wil h
the city.
"We are pretty familiar with
the area," Simpson said.
With students in walking
distance of the company, the
guys are striving to be "a center for student networking,"
Simpson said. "Emphasis on
the idea that friends and classmates have talents different
from yours can form a group
company to capitalize on."
Their motto is "BLDG

Friendships/ to symbolize the
friendship they share.
"I We want to| let people know
we are always open, building
friendships, and that anyone can
stop by anytime to chill, hang
out. and talk," Simpson said.

BLOTTER
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 12
10:23 A.M.
Complaintant reported $45 in cash
was stolen from his wallet after he
left the wallet on top of a gas station
pump at Murphy Gas Station on
Main Street.
3:06 P.M.
Complaintants reported their
trash cans were stolen from their
residence on North Prospect Street
sometime between Monday morning and Monday night.
7:55 P.M.
Robert Tatum, 22, of Bowling Green.
was arrested for assault after he
struck his ex-girlfriend in the face.

A BIT DUSTY: In this image released by NASA, a dust ting surrounds the star Fomalhaut. that resides at die center of the image, and

NASA takes first photos of
planets outside of solar system
By Seth Bornut-in
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON

— Earth seems

to have its first fuzzy photos of
alien planets outside our solar
system, images captured by two
teams of astronomers.
The pictures show four likely
planets thai appear as specks
of white, nearly indecipherable
except to the most eagle-eyed
experts. All are trillions of miles
away — three of them orbiting
the same star, and the fourth
circ ling a different star.
, None of the four giant gaseous planets are remotely habitable or remotely like Earth. But
they raise the possibility of others more hospitable.
It's only a matter of time
before "we get a dot that's blue
and luuthlikc." said astrono-

SEARCH
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luly 1,2009, she said
"Once we start looking and
interviewing people, the search
will lx' confidential," (iirr said.
Barbara Keller, a retired
I Jnivcrsityemployee who worked
in the I )ivision of Student Affairs,
has been through the presidential selection process before After
working for the University, she
became the dean of students at
Weber State University in Utah.
" the process was exactly like
this—closed after focus groups."
Keller said "It opens again after
the announcement of the president and if we are to move forward, I think it's -i|nIII.IIII to
have continued community
involvement."
A common issue brought up
by the community members was
the deterioration of the city by
the University students.
Retired University faculty

INTERN
From Page 1
BENIOHMAN I IHfdf.NtWS
A COMBINATION OF THINGS: BLDG. a new business in downto»n Bowling Green,
combines elements of (our different other businesses into one

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.

sure what thev are looking
for.
Freshman Ashley Smith,
an undecided major, has not
given much thought into
locating an internship. She
explained her lack of time and
undecided major have caused
her not to be proactive.
loAnn Kroll, executive
director of the University's
Career Center, explained that
an early internship gives students a greater advantage at

NOW LEASING FOR 2009
LARGE 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
COLUMBIA
COURTS
903 - 935 Thurstin

i 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths
■ Furnished
1
Starting at ■<?" $76o'
+ utilities -^jf*'"iom
■ On-site laundry^
i Dishwasher/Garbage
Disposal
■ Air conditioning &
Fireplaces available for
an additional cost
' Free Wireless Internet

ENTERPRISE
SQUARE &
HEINZ APTS
• 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths
' Furnished
• Starting at -^ $90<f
+ utilities
' On-site laundry'
•Air Conditioning
< Fireplace, Microwave,
Dishwasher & Garbage
Disposal
' Plenty of parking
• Free Internet Access

MERCER MANOR
323 & 331
S. Mercer Rd.

• 3 bedroom/ 2 fullbaths
■ Starting at ^$765^-,
+ utilities
<£*"nonlh<
• On-site laundry^/^T^
•Air Conditioning
• Fireplace, Microwave,
Dishwasher & Garbage
Disposal
• BGSU Shuttle stop
• Plenty of parking
•Free Wireless Internet

www.greenbriarrentals.com
Hours
Monday - Friday 9am - 5pm
Saturday 9am - 1pm

THURSDAY. NOV. 13

not vsible to the human eye in this image.

445 E Wooster St
Bowling Green OH 43402
419-352-0717
www greenbriarrenlals com

mer Bruce Macintosh of the
lawrence Uvcrmore National
Lao. I le led one of the two teams
o! photographers.
"It is a step on that road to
understand if there are other
planets like luirth and potentially life out there," he said.
Macintosh's team used two
ground-based telescopes, while
the second team relied on photos from the 18-year-old I luhble
Space Telescope to gather images of the cxoplanets — planets
that don't circle our sun. 'ITie
research from both teams was
published in Thursday's online
edition of the journal Science.
In the past 13 years, scientists
have discovered more than 300
planets outside our solar system,
but they have done so indirectly,
by measuring changes in gravity,
speed or light around stars.

NASAs space sciences chief
Ed Weiler said the actual photos
are important. He compared it
to a hunt for elusive elephants:
"FOr years we've been hearing
the elephants, finding the tracks,
seeing the trees knocked down
by them, but we've never been
able to snap a picture. Now we
have a picture."
In a news conference yesterday. Weiler said this fulfills the
last of the major goals that NASA
had for the Hubble telescope
before it launched in 1990: "This
is an 18?-year dream come

true."
There are disputes about
whether these are the first
exoplanct photos. Others have
made earlier claims, but those
pictures haven't been confirmed as planets or universally
accepted yet.

Although the search commit-

tee is looking far a new president, some members from the
community expressed their
content for the current interim
President Carol Cartwright.
"It would be phenomenal if
[Cartwright] could stay another
six months to one year." Keller
said. "She could take care of
issues that are out there and
deal with them head on."
The next step for the committee is to accumulate applicant hopefuls and narrow down
possibilities. They hope to
bring applicants to campus for
interviews in March and April,
Carr said. Once the president
is decided, the decision will be
made public, she added.
Although several concerns
about the University were
voiced, many community
members said it was because
they cared for it and their community.
"I have high expectations
and I'm hard on I the University)
because I do love it," Veitch said

being hired, and is also an
easy way to test whether a certain type of work is a good fit.
"It's best to start early
because you wotdd rather
have the widest job option
pool. Start early or wait and
take what's left," Kroll said.
Students with little time to
spare.searching for internships have options.
Kroll recommends that
students talk to friends, family, professors and past and
present employers about what
internships they are looking
for. These individuals may
have connections to employ-

ers, she said. Signing up for
the Career Center's Work.Nct,
which notifies students of
internship availabilities, is
also another tip Kroll suggested for students.
Kroll also said students
should take advantage of
career fairsand talk to employers, regardless of whether or
not they represent a student's
interests.
Caking advantage of all
options enables students
to gain experience and create more professional connections outside internship
opportunities.

member Run Veitch expressed
his concern for the University
increasing enrollment but not
offering increased on-campus
housing.
"The new president will be
confronted with the dilemma
ol getting more students in or
building more housing," Veitch
said. "If the University doesn't
want to be in the middle of a
community slum' its students
helped create, they should do
something about it."
Other challenges the president
will face as expressed by community members included the
knowledge of the changes in
the state system, the condition
of University facilities and the
improved quality of students.
"The new president needs
to be made aware of the state
of infrastructure on campus,"
Veitch said, including campus buildings that need to be

installed with up-to-date technology and energy.

12:56 A.M.
David Moody III. 50, of Bowling
Green, was cited for operating a
vehicle under the influence after
he was witnessed driving on the
sidewalk.
108 A.M.
Amanda Peck. 21, of Bowling Green.
was cited for operating a vehicle
under the influence.
2:24 A.M.
Christine Ritter. 48, of Carey. Ohio,
was cited for operating a vehicle
under the influence.

fc

ONLINE: Go to bqnewscom for the
complete blotter list.

MINOR
From Page 1
minor they don't like and then
we sit down with a student and
ask what do you want to get lout

of this minor]."
The minor has to have a specific focus and needs to be goal
oriented, Carpenter said.
Current student Will Scott
is also taking advantage of the
planned minor program.
A public relations major, Scott
had trouble finding a minor he
could use to help his personal
career goals.
Scott, with help from his advisor, came up with the minor
title. "Entertainment Marketing"
which is based off of classes like
pop culture, journalism and
marketing.
Scott's intended career is to be
a publicist for an entertainment
company and feels through a
planned minor, his goal can be
achieved.
"The University doesn't offer
anything that interested me in
my career choice, and so I feel
that with this minor, I can work
through my career choice better
with the classes I choose," Scott
said.
Scott said he is glad the
University offers planned minors
because not everyone can fit into
minors available.
"If the University didn't offer
this, I would be lost," Scott said. "I
wouldn't be able to structure my
own minor."
According to Sumerak, students with goals and paths who
know what they would like to do
are ideal candidates for picking a
planned minor.
"It's a situation of if you know
where you want to go with your
career, and have specific ideas
in mind, creating your minor
gives you the ability to take a
wide array of classes (and) helps
apply to the path of your minor,"
he said.
Students interested in applying
for a planned minor, can makean
appointment with the College of
Arts and Sciences. Please contact
the college located on the second floor of the Administration
Building or call 419-372-2015.

TliEHBtfS
Now Serving the Gourmet
Mushroom Swiss Burger
A new twist on an old favorite
with bacon, black pepper
mushroom sauce, mushroom
blend, and swiss cheese.
Hurry and try one today this
sandwich is only around for a
limited timell
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CHRISTMAS ALREADY?
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Collapsed VCU balcony
raises student awareness
ByCattMrimMacDonald
U-Wre

SHOPPING FOR GIFTS: Lmdsey Lindenbaun. a Communication Disorders major, browses the holiday displays tn The Peregrine shop in
the Union "It s kind of overwhelming to have Christmas stuff out this early, but I enjoy it." Lmdenbaun said.

GET A LIFE
Some cwirs taken from events bgsu edu

10 a.m. - 1p.m.

Winter Wheat Festival
308 Union

By Rcqin.i Zilbcrmints
. U-Wire

1130 am-130 pm
Relay for Life Concert
Ticket Sales
118 Union

1:30 p.m. - 8 p.m.

NAUC Speakers Fourum
Lenhart Grand Ballroom

5. - 8 p.m.

NAUC Green Room
202A Union

6 - 8 p.m.

Native American Unity
Council Annual Fall Event
Union

7:30 -10 p.m
Soiree Africaine
La Maison Francaise

Have an event
coming up that
you want to tell
campus about?
It's easy! Advertise
with The BG News today
and get the word out!

Visit 204 West Hall ot
all 419-372-2605 I
il with a sales
•epresentative today

A University of Iowa professor accused of sexual harassment apparently committed
suicide Wednesday afternoon, and university officials
are saying they offer counseling to try to avoid such
incidents.
Iowa City police records
show authorities responded
to Mark Weiger's home at
3:41 p.m., where they found
a male in a vehicle apparently
dead. He was stiff and cold to
the touch, according to police
reports.
Iowa City police Sgl. Troy
Kelsay said he couldn't
comment on the incident
Wednesday evening.
Last week, a former U1 graduate student filed a federal
lawsuit against Weiger, accusing him of sexually harassing
her on a daily basis during the
2006-07 school year. Melissa
Rose Walding Milligan of
West Lafayette, Ohio, contends in the lawsuit Weiger
made derogatory sexual comments to her.
Milligan
couldn't
be
reached
for
comment
Wednesday night.
Weiger's apparent suicide is
the second such incident this
fall. Former HI political-science Professor Arthur Miller
fatally shot himself with a
rifle at Hickory Hill Park after
he was accused of accepting
sexual favors in exchange for
higher grades.
Weiger's two-story house
was dark Wednesday night,
with no cars parked in the
driveway — a different scene
from earlier in the afternoon,
when squad cars and ambulances crowded the street,
neighbors said.

Months
Interest FREE

see from the outside."
Lydia Teffera, a mass communications major and political science minor, said doctors
were concerned about potential
internal injuries she might have
suffered. She was on the deck
when it fell, and was rushed to
the hospital because she could
not breathe.
"(Doctors) found that air had
gotten out of my lungs and gotten between them, so they bad to
hold me overnight again because
that can cause a collapsed lung"
Teffera said.
Kate Pumcll, a pre-nursing
major, fractured two vertebrae
in her neck when the balcony
collapsed. She said she will have
to wear a neck brace for several
months.
"Basically, we didn't think it
would hap|X'ii," Ptirnell said.
T'eople joked about it. They were
like, Oh, this is going to fall,' but
we didn't think it actually would.
Some people wen' Hying to gel

apartments,
"I his is such a horrible, unfortunate accident." Harper said. "II
it gets students aware that the
world is not necessarily taking
care of them, that they need to
look for what's wrong ... maybe
that's a side benefit."

"It's so bizarre,
because you talk
to people, and you
never know..."

to people."
Rowe said a similar suit
was brought against another one of his former colleagues, and the man nearly left the university. Weiger
may have felt similarly,
Rowe speculated.
"He has no family." Rowe
Matthew Olson | Neighbor
said." 1 don't know how much
support he had."
Although it's too soon to
Matthew Olson, a neighbot
of Weiger for nea rly lou r years, say what effect this specific
said he never expected Weiger incident will have on university policy, Parrott said the
to commit suicide.
"It's so bizarre, because you current sexual-assault procetalk to people, and you never dures will soon change. Such
know they're clearly having policies have come under
this struggle inside." he said. much public scrutiny this
"With Mark, I never would've semester after a former III
student-athlete alleged two
known."
Olson said he and Weiger former football players sexuwould chat about family, tra\ - ally assaulted her in flillcrcst.
Parrott said faculty accused
cling and music theories.
"I never heard anything of misconduct can go to the
negative," Olson said. Tie Office of the Omhurjsperson
was always a positive and and have confidential conversations to determine how to
friendly guy."
Ul Human Resources offi- protect their reputation and
cials have begun counseling resolve the problem.
Additionally, the universitymembers of the Ul School of
Music, Ul spokesman Steve offers separate counseling
services for both faculty and
Parrott said.
They met Wednesday night students when these inciwith faculty, staff and stu- dents occur, he said.
Karla Miller, the director
dents to discuss the incident
and formulate a plan to help of the Rape-Victim Advocacy
people cope. These meetings Program, declined to comment specifically about
will continue. Parrott said.
"Other than that, we would Weiger, but she said after
hope that people in the uni- such apparent suicides, it
versity community would could emotionally affect
do their best to reach out to the victim who reported the
express sympathy and offer harassment.
"It would be only natural
support." Parrott said. "It'to wonder why an individubeen a tough year for us."
Arthur Rowe, a friend al would do this," she said.
and former Ul colleague (if "Unfortunately, what can
happen is the response that
Weiger's, said sexual-hara^
menl lawsuits frequently some people make is to blame
result from false accusations. the victims, and that's inapHe said such allegation'- propriate.
"The victims are never to
— especially if it reaches the
press — "can be devastating blame."
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emorial to honor popular
Northwestern professor
By Christina Saltar

U-WinThere are the dreaded classes
that students regret waking up
for. Then there are the legendary classes that students regret
missing.
For many years, Prof.
Charles Moskos' Introduction
to Sociology class was known
as a "must-take" class at
Northwestern. The (iOO-person
class consistently packed Ryan
Auditorium three days a week
every Fall Quarter.
"I feel like Prof. Moskos is in
the canon of the professors you
have to take a class with," said
communication sophomore
lulia Weed, who took Moskos'
last Intro to Sociology class in
Fall 2007.
Moskos died on May 31 at
age 74 after a long battle with
prostate cancer. A tribute will
be held today at 4 p.m. in Alice
Millar Chapel, where family,
friends and colleagues will share
memories of the popular professor and nationally-renowned
military sociologist.
Moskos began teaching
at NU in 1966 and retired in

2003. He was well-known as
the author of President Bill
Clinton's controversial "Don't
Ask, Don't Tell" policy concerning gays in the military. Moskos
continued to teach two classes
each Fall Quarter when his
health permitted.
His death left many wondering what would happen to the
well-known lecture,
"Those are incredibly big
shoes to fill," said Prof. Karrie
Snyder, who found out last
spring that she would teach the
Fall 2008 class.
Snyder. Weinberg '94. took
Moskos' Intro to Sociology class
in the early 1990s. She remembered his conversational lectures and said it was one of
her favorite sociology classes.
Snyder, who began teaching
at NU last year, said she never
had the chance to get to know
Moskos professionally but
heard a lot about his legacy.
"If it's a tenth as entertaining
and interesting as his class, 1
would be happy." she said.
"It's still a good class." said
Weinberg sophomore I .iiiren
Maddox. "I just think it's hard
for (Snyder) to live up to him."

Great Selection of
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ODE TO A PROFESSOR: Andrew Moskos surprises his father. Professor Charles Mosbs.
during the Intro to Sociology class
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people to go the halcony next
door, but it was too late.''
PumeOs roommate, Vanna
Vagorodnaya, a mass communications major, fractured her knee
in the accident.
"I thought it would be fine,
because it was a... pretty big balcony," Vagorodnaya said. "I mean
we joked about it. but we really
didn't think it would collapse. It
looted stable."
Off Campus Student Services
Supervisor Martha Harper Said
students should be more aware
of their surroundings in order to
prevent accidents like the deck
collapse.
"Students an a special crmvd
that should really look at things,
and they tend not to, (such as) rotten wood, a soft porch," Harper
said. "Maybe (the balcony) was
visibly unsound, but maybe when
you're only IS or 20 years old, you
don't know what visibly unsound
looks like."
I larper said she hopes the col
lapse will boost student awareness about the safety of their own

owa professor commits suicide;
univ. officials offer counseling

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
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Students injured when a balcony collapsed this past Iriday
at Virginia Commonwealth
University are recovering, some
from major injuries, despite
reports injuries were only minor.
The incident has some questioning whether students can judge
off-campus housing safety for
themselves.
According to I.t. Michael
Oprandy.
Richmond
Fire
Department's public information officer, out of the 2() people
transported from the 1300 block
of West Cary Street to the hospital about six of them had serious
injuries. Two of them had lifethreatening injuries.
"The rest were ... what we call
walking wounded," Oprandy
said. T'eople who were able to get
up on there own and move away
from the affected area — strains
and sprains and nils and scratches— stuff like that."
Oprandy said the myriad injuries included leg, ami, clavicle
and ankle fractures.
"There's also the possibility that
the patients have internal injuries too." Oprandy said. "With a
fall from that height, we have to
assume that then might be some
injuries on the inside that we can't

"Basically, we didn't
think it would
happen. People
joked about it."
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"Creating my minor let me directly apply to my career path."
- Marc Sumerak. Marvel comics writer, on how his self-treated minor helped prepare him for writing comic books.
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! PEOPLE UN THE STREET If you could create your own minor, what would yours be?
"Watching TV"
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able are the discrepancies in
homicide rates in countries which
allow handguns, and countries
which do not (with varying leveis
of where weapons can and cannot be earned). The homicide
rate in the United States is about
Bang, So often, it can lx' hoard in two times that in Switzerland and
the moviesand reacted to with total about two and a half times that in
indifference. In real life, the sound the United Kingdom.
Crediting this solely to the disof a gunshot sends die public into a
crepancies among the laws pertainfrenzied panic.
Such is the transpiration of ing to fireanns in these countries
events on the University's campus would be a supreme k>gical fallacy,
last week. BGSU police reported a as a similar correlation appears to
"gunshot" in I ill 12. liv nOM| you arc exist between divorce rate and vioall familiar widi the stay and the lent crime rate. But it's only a small
l>art of the story.
ensuing controwrsy over die efficiiConsider the report, published
cy of BGSl Is "Men" texting system.
Hut this is only a portion of by the Center for Disease Control,
the Story Hie incident raises the examining youdi violence in the
question of concealed cany laws, country. The numbers are for the
10-24 age group, and come from
whether they arc good or bad.
and whether those with permits 2005, but they are interesting.
should be allowed to carry guns According to the report, about 16
young people were murdered in
on school citmpuses.
Fundamentally, die argument die States each day. Around 82 perbreaks down in a wry simple man- cent of these deaths were firearmner. Guns are dangerous, and an related, or 4,663 for 2005.
1 lowever, it
effective tool of
might aLso be
death; as such,
"As
no
study
can
worth noting
they shouldn't
die majority of
be
allowed
reasonably
be
done
licensed gun
anywhere near
owners are lawlarge populawithout
setting
abiding citizens
tions of people
According to
(such as college
loose
a
madman
into
llorida'sUKision
campuses).
of Licensing of
The counarmed
and
unarmed
the 1.4 million
terargument is
licenses issued, a
the bad guys
campus
settings,
mere 4,431 have
trail obey the
laws anyway, there is no conclusive been revoked.
That's about .3
and will get
percent
their hands on
way
to
rebuke
either
Some Ohio
guns however
lawmakers are
they can. Better,
argument."
working
on
in this case, to
pushing
the
allow the good
guys to have guns on them to stop allowance of concealed cany on
the bad guys in their tracks, should college campuses The organizaa Virginia Tech or University of tion "Students for Concealed Carry
Texas unfold here at BXi (of which on Campus" professes to have over
then' is no reason to believe we arc 34.000 members.
in any danger).
The only tiling certain about fireBeyond the statistical evidence, amis is generally speaking where
wliich suggests (nrrwhelmingly that the laws are more lax (or when* there
— shocker — countries with laws arcnolawsl.thereareagreaternumbanning firearms have much fewer berof fatalities asa result of firearms
I < ii I ikldii ig them on campuses fails
fircami-rclated deaths each year
to avert disasters like Virginia Tech
than hoe in the United States, supposing there is any innate heroism (though it is interesting to note that
in gun-wielding college students Ls Virgina is one of a handful of states
to actually allow concealed cany on
laughable. Simply equipping a person with a firearm doesn't confer Campus), but allowing them might
any bravery unto them: by the same only exacerbate other situations
Perhaps die most useful thing to
token, not everybody brandishing
a liandgun is even remot danger to say on the subject is that eliminating
the means of violence does noththose around him.
Ibr those reasons the issue of ing to curt) the violence itself. As
gun control is sketchy. As long as die ok! adage goes guns don't kill
people, people kill people. Since die
We have the 2nd Amendment protecting the rights of citizens to own presence of guns could easily create
firearms, we need to adopt more tense dangerous siniations allowsophisticated forms of regulation. ing every college student who passAs no study can reasonably be done es the licensure test to brandish one
in his backpack seems ludicrous
without setting loose a madman
into armed and unarmed campus
settings, there is no conclusive way
—Respond to Kyteat
ti i rebuke either argument.
tlietieuis@1ignaiis.coni
The only statistics readily avail-
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TravelirT the Globe:
Venice - glass, museums and not as costly as you'd think

SALZBURG, Austria — I shook
hands with a glass master.
Glass was the highlight of
my trip to Venice. Italy.
But alas, this trip wasn't
without
some
minor
mishaps.
My friend Sammy and 1 had
to walk to the train station
from our dorm late yesterday
night.
The bus never came at
12:30 a.m. like the schedule
said, so we walked about two
thirds of the way to the train
station when we stopped
to get a taxi; otherwise we
would have missed our train,
which departed at I :-IO in the
morning.
Overnight trains aren't on
my list of favorite things, but
for 29 Euros and not having to
pay to spend the night somewhere makes the occasional
overnight train worth it.
When we found our cabin
after avoiding the train going
to Budapest, Hungary, there
were, of course, two guys
passed out across all six seats.
At least they spoke English
and we could tell them
they needed to rearrange
themselves.
But I hardly slept because
one of the guy's feet invaded
my space the entire night and
the ticket checker checked
our tickets roughly once
an hour.
And then, at the border station, I nearly panicked.
The police officer spent
what felt like 10 minutes
checking the passports of our
Mongolian cabinmates. The
officer quickly flipped through
our American passports, but

entered the passport information of the Mongolians
into a computer. Thankfully
the search found nothing,
because I really didn't want to
have spent the past few hours
with criminals.
Without any further problems, Sammy and I finally
made it to Venice.
Thanks to Rick Steves, we
found our way to the nearest
vaporetto (public boat transportation) station, boarded
vaporetto »1 and began our
cruise down the Grand Canal.
I narrated from Steves' self-

still amazed at these artists
for their speed and ability to
work alone, even if their work
wasn't anything special.
For a more in-depth experience, set up a time with one
of the artists who produces
more than the traditional
vases and figurines.
Sammy and I visited
the Rosin studio and I was
extremely impressed. We were
allowed to sit in on the day's
final segment of work and
watched Diego make a base
for a piece his father, Dino,
made earlier that day and

"Venice doesn't have to break the bank.
Stay in the hostel, ride the night train,
buy the Museum Pass, bring a meal and
snacks with you, avoid restaurants with
tourist menus, eat pizza... and buy a
multi-use vaporetto pass."
guided cruise, so we knew a
little bit about the city and
buildings before visiting any
of the sights.
Then we headed to Murano,
a 45-minute boat ride from
the main Venetian islands for
our glass experiences.
We visited the glass museum first with a museum
pass that cost only 12 Euros
for students. We went to six
museums with the pass, saving at least as much money as
we spent on the one ticket.
I'd recommend a visit
to Murano for anyone. We
enjoyed it so much we spent
all of Sunday there, too.
There are numerous glass
studios open to the public — some for a small fee
— where you can watch the
artists produce some small,
relatively easy pieces. I was

the pieces to a project that
was his own. Diego and two
helpers were so in tune with
each other they hardly spoke.
Other workers from the cold
shop, which is where the glass
is worked on after the hot
pieces have properly cooled,
would pass through the hot
shop and stop to acknowledge our presence. And then
Dino came out to meet us.
Watching Diego and the
others work together was so
amazing. I watched them perform so many techniques I'd
never seen before.
And then, once the day's
work was done, Diego gave
us a tour of the cold shop
and the show room. Seeing
pieces in various stages of
completion was very interesting, but seeing a room
full of 50 or more completed

pieces was stunning.
All of our conversations
with Diego were in English,
but his father spoke only
Italian, so when he came up
to the show room to check on
us, everything that was said
went through Diego to be
translated.
Because of our wonderful
experience, we ended our
extremely long day as very
happy campers. Our hostel didn't even dampen our
mood.
It was located on the island
Guidecca, which is across
the lagoon from Piazza San
Marco. It was clean, we had a
bed with a pillow, sheets and
blankets and breakfast was
included. All that was missing
was soap at the sinks, but it
was worth it.
We'd stay at Ostello Venezia
again, as long as there isn't
a public transportation strike
planned for the time of the
trip. (The day after we left
there wasn't any transportation, which meant that travelers at the hostel were stuck
on a residential island that
doesn't have any of the big
sights.)
And to end, I'd like to dispel
some myths. Venice doesn't
have to break the bank. Stay
in the hostel, ride the night
train, buy the Museum Pass,
bring a meal and snacks with
you, avoid restaurants with
tourist menus, eat pizza (it's
the cheapest food option aside
from gelato) and buy a multiuse vaporetto pass. Excluding
the gelato and shopping, in
three days I spent under 200
Euros. And in November, the
canals don't smell and the
other tourists don't smell too
much, either.
— Respond to Alison at
thenews@bgnews.com
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CELEBRATION: In ihis Nov. 4.2008 file pholo. President-elect Baack Obama. left, his wile Michelle Obama. right, and two daughters.
Malia. and Sasha. center left, wave to the crowd at the election night rally in Chicago

Inauguration ex
to
have large, historic turn-out
By Brett Zongker
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Presidentelect Barack Ohama's inauguration is expected to draw 1
million-plus to the capital, and
already some lawmakers have
stopped taking ticket requests
and hotels have hooked up.
Some people are bartering
on Craigslist for places lo stay
for the Jan. 20 ceremony when
the Illinois senator takes the
oath of office. They are offering
cash or even help with dishes
for residents willing to open up
their homes.
The National Park Service,
which is planning for an inaugural crowd of at least 1 million, will clear more viewing
space along the Pennsylvania
Avenue parade route, lumbo TV
screens will line the National
Mall so people can watch the
inauguration and parade,
park service spokesman David
Hai n,i said yesterday.
The District ofColumbia'sdclegate, I li-.unn Holmes Norton,
is urging planners to use arenas
and stadiums to help with overflow crowds wanting to view
the ceremonies on big-screen
TVs. Sheisalso urging churches
to hold viewing parties.
"You can't judge by past inaugurations. It's going to break
all the records," Norton said.
"They're going to come with or
without tickets.... It's each man
and woman for himself."
The city's police chief.
Cathy Lanier, said organizers

"It's going to break
all the records.... It's
each man or woman
for himself"
Eleanor Holmes Norton; DC Delegate

brought in an additional 3,000
officers from forces around the
country to help with the last
inauguration. This time, the
request probably will be for
about 4,000 officers.
Because of a lawsuit, people
should have more standing
room along the crowded parade
route. War protesters sued after
President George W. Bush's last
inauguration, forcing the government to open up more free
public viewing space between
the Capitol and White House.
U.S. District ludge Paul
Friedman ruled in March
that the park service violated
its own rules by giving preferential treatment in ticketing
for bleacher seats along the
parade route for supporters of
the government over its critics.
I iirdiii.in wrote the inauguration "is not a private event."
New rules to be issued
Monday will lower the number
of ticketed bleacher seats along
the parade route from 20.000
seats to 8,700, leaving much
more of the route open to people without tickets, Barna said.
Seat tickets had sold for
between $15 and $150 in 2005
to help pay for the inaugut

ral parade. Details for the
2009 parade tickets have not
been set because Obama-.
Presidential
lnaugur.il
Committee, which organizes
the parade, is being formed
There will also be designated
"free speech" areas for pro
testers along the parade route
Barna said.
The inauguration has been
designated a National Special
Security Event, giving the U.S.
Secret Service the lead in coor
diluting all law enforcement
agencies to secure the event
There are 58 federal, state and
local law enforcement agencies
working together.
The largest crowd ever recorded on the National Mall was for
President Lyndon B. Johnsons
1965 inauguration. At the time.
the park service estimated 1.2
million people descended on
the area. In 1981, President
Ronald Reagan's inauguration
drew about 500.000 people,
and President Bill Clinton's
1993 inauguration drew aboui
800.000 people, according to
park service estimates.
Of course, the crowds
can always thin out. Ronald
Reagan's second swearing-in
ceremony had to be mover'
indoors, and the parade was
canceled when the temperature dropped below 10 degrees
(with a wind chill at 10 degrees
to 20 degrees below zero.) John
F. Kennedy's inauguration in
1961 came with a blanket of
snow: still, I million people
turned out.

Nebraska officials to change safe haven law,
teenagers among the most abandoned
By Nate Jenkins
The Associated Press

LINCOLN. Neb. — The mother
was running out of more than
patience when she abandoned
her 18-year-old daughter at a
hospital over the weekend under
Nebraska's safe-haven law.
She was also running out of
time: She knew that state lawmakers would soon meet in a
special session to amend the illfated law so that it would apply
tonewbornsonly.
"Where am I going to get help
if they change the law?" said the
mother, who lives in I jncoln and
asked to not be identified by name
to protect her adopted child.
To the state's surprise and
embarrassment, more than half
of the 31 children legally abandoned under the safe-haven law
since it took effect in mid-luly
have been teenagers.

"Where am I going
to get help if they
change the law?"
Unidentified Mother
But state officials may have
inadvertently made things worse
with their hesitant response to the
problem: The number of dropoffs
has almost tripled to about three a
week since Gov. Dave Heineman
announced on Oct. 29 that lawmakers would rewrite the law.
With legislators set to convene
today, weary parents like the
Lincoln mother have been racing
to drop off their children while
they still can.
Yesterday, authorities searched
for two teens — a boy and girl,
ages 14 and 17 — who fled an
Omaha hospital as their moth-

er tried to abandon them. I lie
mother was trying to take them
from the car lo the emergency
room when they took off.
Child welfare experts said the
late deluge of drop-ofTs was probably inevitable. After all, they said,
some date had to be picked to
begin changing the law.
But some of them said lawmakers and the governor
missed chances to change the
law early because they undti
estimated the number of desperate families looking for help.
Heineman called the special
session only aftera spate of live
drop-offs in eight days.
Reluctance to pull senalois
away from their jobs and election
campaigns, along with the estimated $70,000 to $80,000 cost ol
a special session, were among tin
reasons Heineman's office died
in holding off on calling a special
session sooner.
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- Marc Sumerak. Marvel comics writer, on how his self-created minor helped pre-
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the movies and reacted to with total
indiflerciici'. In n-.il life, ilie sound
ofagunshot sends the publii into a
frenzied panic
Such is tin- transpiration <>t
events mi tin- Dniversin -1 ampus
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question ol concealed currj laws,
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on school campuses.
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IHIMLMIHUII in.I ier\ simple man
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effective tool ol
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nun armed and unarmed campus
settings, there is no conclusive way
lo rebuke either argument
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pushing

die

allowance ol concealed cany on
college campuses. Hie organization "Students for I oncealed Carry
on Campus' professes to haveovei
34,000 members.
Iheonh thing certain about lire
anus is, generall) speaking, where
tin'lawsareiin ne la\ mi where there
arenolawsi.ihereareagreaternujTibei ollataliliesasauMillotliieanils
I bibklding them nn campuses i.iiK
tn avert disasters like Virginia lech
il
gh it Ls interesting to note that
Virgina is oneol a handful of states
to actual]) allow concealed cany on
campus), but allowing them might
niiK exacerbate other situations.
Perhaps the most useful thing to
sa) on the subject is thaieliminating
the means ol violence docs noth
ing tn curb the violence itself. As
the old adage goes, gnus don't Kill
people, people Kill people Since the
presence of guns could easily create
tense, dangerous situations, allow
ing ever) college student who pass
esihelk ensure test to brandish one
in his backpack seems hjdkxous.
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the bail guys in ihcirtrai ks, should
a Virginia In li or Univcrsir) nl
li N.I- unfokl
• "\ which
tiKTC is no reason to believe we are
inanv dangei
Beyond ilie statistical evidence,
wtiichsugBestsovvrvvhelrni] i
shodcei
cotuitties with krws
banning firearms have much tcun
tin-.iriii related deaths eat li year
than herein the United Stales sup
puiing then- is any innate heroism
in gun wielding college students is
laughable, Simph equipping a pn
son with a lio-.inn doesn't ainfci
anv bravery unto them; b) thesamc
token, not everybodj brandLshing
a handgun is even remol dangei in
those around him,
Inr those reasons, die issue ol

CH6*CwriVW/\jWCRlQtf*

able an* the discrepant ies In
liomii ide rates in countries vvhii h
allow handguns, ami countries
which do mil with v.irviiig levels
ol wheie weapons can ami can
not he carried).
I In- homicide
rate in the United st.ues is about
two limes that in Switzerland and
about two and a hall times thai in
the United Kingdom.
( rediting this sotet) in the dis
• repani ies among the laws pertain
ing to firearms in thesr countries
would be a supreme logical fallacy,
a-.: similai correlation appears to
exist between divorce rate and via
lenl i lime rale, lint itsonK a small

laws anyway.
and .nil gel
IIIIA

a question? Give us your

s horton WALKING IS STILL HONEST

sties
■* w

JUSTIN LEDBETTER,
Sophomore.
Accounting

ALUESTRONER.
Sophomore.
Marketing

JASMINE WHEELER,

BRYCE HAMILTON.

SALZBURG, \u-tii.i
Ishook
hands with a .'lass master.
(llass was the highlight of
mi trip in Venice. Italy.
Hni alas, this trip wasn't
without
some
minor

mishaps.
Mv friend s.inimv and I hail
in walk to the train station
from oui dorm late yesterday
night
I he bus nevet came at
12:10 a.m. like the schedule
said, so we walked abi iul two
thirds of the way to the train
station when we -nipped

entered the passpon information oi the Mongolians
inni a computer. Thankfully
the search found nothing,
hi i ause I really didn't want to
have spent the past few hours
with criminals,
Without any further problems, Sammy and I finally
made it to Venice.
I hanks to Kirk Steves, we
h ind our way to the nearest
\ ;'iii-tlo (public boat transl rtation) station, boarded
\ poretto "I and began our
i uisedown the Grand Canal.
I narrated Ironi Steves' self-

and we could tell them
they needed in rearrange
themselves.
linl I hardly slept because
one ol the guvs feel invaded
my space the entire night and
the lickci checker checked
our tickets roughly once
an hour.
And then, at the bnrclei sta
linn, I nearly panicked,
I he police officer spent
what fell like 1(1 minutes
i bee king the passports Ol oui
Mongolian cabinmates. The
office: quick!) Hipped through
our \merican passports, bin

All of our conversations
with Diego were in English,
hut his father spoke only
Italian. SO when he came up
to the show room to check on
us. everything thai was said
went through Diego to be

translated.
Because of our wonderful
experience,

we

ended

our

extremely long day as very
happy campers. Our hostel didn't even dampen our
mood.
It was located cm the island
Gtlidecca, which is across
the lagoon from Piazza San
Marco. Il was clean, we had a
bed with a pillow, sheets and
blankets and breakfast was
included. All that was missing
was soap at the sinks, bill il
was worth it.

"Venice doesn't have to break the bank.
Stay in the hostel, ride the night train,
buy the Museum Pass, bring a meal and

to gei a taxi; otherwise we
would have missed our train.
which departed at i 40 in the
morning.
Overnight trains aren't nn
m\ list ol favorite things, bin
for 29 Euros and not having to
pay In spend thr night some
winie makes the occasional
overnight train worth it.
When we found our cabin
after avoiding the train going
to Budapest, Hungary, there
were, of course, two gins
passed out ai inssall six seals
At least the) spoke English

pieces was stunning.

still amazed at these artists
for their speed and ability lo
work alone, even if their work
wasn't anything special.
For a more in-depth experience, set up a time with one
of the artists Who produces
more than the traditional
vases and figurines.
Sammy
and
I
visited
the Rosin studio and I was
extremely impressed. We were
allowed In sit in on the day's
final segment of work and
watched Diego make a base
for a piece his father, Dinci,
made earlier that day and

snacks with you, avoid restaurants with

We'd slay al Oslello Venezia
again, as long as there isn't

tourist menus, eat pizza... and buy a

a public transportation strike

multi-use vaporetto pass."
guided cruise, so we knew a
little bit about the city and
buildings before visiting any
of the sights.
I ben we headed to Murano,
a 11 minute boat ride from
the main Venetian islands for
our glass experiences.
We visited the glass museum first with a museum
pass thai cos) (ml) IL1 Euros
for students. We went to six
museums with the pass, saving al least as much money as
we spent on the one ticket
I'd
recommend a visit
to Murano for anyone. We
enjoyed it so much we spent
all of Sunday there, too.
There are numerous glass
studios open to the pub
lie — sonic for a small fee
— where you c an watch the
artists produce some small.
relatively easy pieces. I was

the pieces to a project thai
was his own. Diego and two
helpers were so in tune with
each other they hardly spoke
Other workers from the cold
shop, which is where the glass
is worked on after the hot
pieces have properly cooled,
would pass through the hoi
shop and slop in acknowledge our presence. And then
Ditto tame out to meet us.
Watching Diego and the
others work together was so
amazing. I watched them perform so many techniques I'd
never seen before.
And then, once ihe day's
work was done. Diego gave
us a lour of the cold shop
and ihe show room. Seeing
pieces in various stages of
completion was very interesting, but seeing a room
full of SO or more completed

planned for the lime of the
trip. (The day after we left
there wasn't any transportation, which meant that travel
ers at the hostel were stuck
on a residential island that
doesn't have any of the big
sights.)
And to end, I'd like to dispel
some myths. Venice doesn't
have to break the bank. Slay
in the hostel, ride the night
train, buy the Museum Pass,
bring a meal and snacks with
you, avoid restaurants with
tourist menus, cat pizza (it's
the cheapest food option aside
from gelato) and buy a multiuse vaporetto pass. Excluding
the gelato and shopping, in
three days I spent under 200
Euros. And in November, the
canals don't smell and the
other tourists don't smell loo
much, either.

— Respond lo Alison at
theiwws9lmuws.coin
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Inauguration expected to
have large, historic turn-out
By Brett Zongkcr

"It's going to break

■

all the records.... It's
WASHINGTON
Presidentelect Barack Obama's inaugu
ration is expected to draw I
million plus to the capital, and
already some lawmakers have
stopped taking ticket requests
.mil hotels have booked up,
Some people are bartering
mi i raigslist foi places to stay
idi the Ian. I'll ceremon) when
t In- Illinois senator takes the
oath HI office rhe) areoffering
cash (ii even help with dishes
tiii residents willing to open up
Iheii homes.
The National Park Sen ice,
which is planning for an inaugural crowd of at least I mil
lion, will clear more viewing
space along the Pennsylvania
Avenue parade route. Jumbo I \
sc Hens will line the National
Mall so people can watch the
inauguration
and
parade.
park -ei \ ice spokesman l>a\ id
llama said yesterday.
I heDistrii mil olumbia'sdel
egate, Eleanor Holmes Norton,
is ill ciiij; planners lo use arenas
and stadiums to help with over
How crowds wanting to view
the i crcmonies on I>ij_i screen
I Vs. She is also urging churches
to hold viewing parties.
"You can't judge bj past inau
gurations. It's going to break
all the records." Norton said.
I hcy're going to come with or
without tickets.... It's each man
and unman for himself."
The city's police chief.
Cath\ Lanier, said organizers

each man or woman
for himself."
■

brought in an additional 3.000
(ill a ers hum forces around the
country to help with the last
inauguration. I Ids time, the
request probably will be for
about 1,000 officers.
Because of a lawsuit, people
-hould have more standing
room along the crowded parade
route. War protesters sued aftei
President George W. Hush's last
inauguration, forcing the government to open up more tree
public viewing space between
the Capitol and White House.
U.S. District
Indue Paul
l-'ricdman ruled in March
that the park service violated
iis own rules In giving prel
erential treatment in ticketing
for bleachei scats along the
parade route for supporters ol
the government over iis critics.
I riedman wrote the inaugura
tion"isnot a private event."
New lilies lo lie issued
Monday will lower the numliei
of ticketed bleacher seats along
the parade route from 20,000
seats to 8,700, leaving much
more ol the mule open to people without tickets, Barna said.
Seal tickets had sold lor
between $15 and $150 in 2005
to help paj for the inaugu.

•ii" i'lisftf • rrrs. Mam

LINCOI N, Neb,
The mother
was running out of more than
patience when she abandoned
her Hi year-old daughter at a
hospital over the weekend under
Nebraska's safe-haven law.
she was also running out of
time: She knew that stale law
makers would soon meet in a
special session to amend the ill
laled law so thai il would apply
lo new horns only.
Where am I going to gel help
il they change the law?" said the
mother, who lives in Lincoln and
asked to not be Identified by name
to protect her adopted child.
To the State's surprise and
embarrassment, more than hall
of the 31 children legally aban
doned under the safe-haven law
since it took effect in mid -July
have been teenagers.

"Where am I going
to get help if they
change the law?"

But state officials may have
inadvertently made things worse
with their hesitant response to the
problem: rhenumberofdrop-offs
hasalmost tripled loaboul three a
week since Gov, Dave Heineman
announced on Oct. 29 that lawmakers would rewlite the law.

With legislators set to convene
today, weary parents like the
Lincoln mother have been raring
to drop off their children while
they still can.
Yesterday, authorities searched
for two teens — a hoy and girl,
ages II and 17 — who fled an
Omaha hospital as their moth-

a special session, were among i
reasons lleineman's office cil

in holding off oh calling a spei
session sooner.
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Ronald Reagan's inaugurati
drew about 500,000 peop
and President Bill ITinto
1993 inauguration drew abi
800,000 people, according i
park service estimates.
Ol
course,
the
crowd
can always thin out. Ronali
Reagan's second swea
ceremony had to be
indoors, and the parade
a
canceled when the ti inp a
lure (hopped helow 10 licgl es
[with a wind chill at 10 degl es
to 20 degrees below zero.I Ii lin
I. Kennedy's Inauguration n
1961 came with a blanket of
snow; Still, I million pen ■!«■
turned out.

campaigns, along with the es
mated $70,000 to $80fl00 co

■

U# ICE ARENA

Security Event, giving the ll Secret Service the lead in coi
dinating all law enforcemi
agencies to secure the evei
I here are 58 federal, stale a
local law enforcement agenci
working together.
rhe largest crowd ever recoi
ednn the National Mall was i
President Lyndon B. lohnsoi
1965 inauguration, \i the tin
the park service estimated
million people descended
the area. In 1981, I'residi

a uied to abandon them. '
mother was trying to take ti
from the car lo the emergd
room when they took off.
Child welfare experts said
late deluge ol drop-offswaspn
ahh inevitable.Ana all, the)
some dale had to he picked
begin changing the law.
Km some of them said I,
makers and the govei
missed chances to change
law early because the) un
estimated the number of il
perate families looking foi In
Heineman (ailed the spi
session only aftera spate ol
dropoffs in eight days.
Reluctance to pull senai
away from their jobs and chili

■

BGSU

ral parade. Details lor ll
2009 parade tickets have n
been set because Obami
Presidential
Inaugur
Committee, which organiz
the parade, is being formed
rhere will also be designate
"free speech" areas for pi
testers along the parade run1
Barna said.
I he inauguration lias be
designated a National Spec il

ebraska officials to change safe haven lav;,
teenagers among the most abandoned
By Nate Jenkins

■

•■

flours:
Dinner Mim-Nut 4pm - 10pm
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WHAT TO DO
IN TOWN
Howard's Benefit
Concert
Tomorrow at 9 p.m. at
Howard's Club H,
bartender Charlie Tuna
will host a concert to
benefit children with
muscular dystrophy. Come

u
out and help the kids!

Their hearts
belong to
soldiers
By Laura Lt. Caracdele
Pulse Repo'ter
We all know there is a war going on in Iraq.

We also know that it involves t roops from
our country, and what they go through
on a day-to-day basis is both serious and
dangerous.
However, what some of us don't know Is
how it feels to have a loved one overseas and
the toll it can take on the ones left behind.
Some students at the University have boyfriends, friends and family members over
seas and have to live one day at a time while
worrying about what could happen to their
loved ones.
lunior Katy Banyash's boyfriend, Eric
Ensley. is a specialist and team leader of his
truck and crew in Camp Ramadi which is
located 60 miles west of Baghdad.
Ensley started his deployment training the first week of lanuai y and left
for Iraq in March.
"He can tell me how things are
going in general, but the details are
very limited for security reasons,"
Banyash said. "Although sometimes
I'm not sure if he is not allowed to tell
me details or if he just doesn't want me to
hear everything."
Banyash has been going through the
struggles of missing an Important person
in her life. Not being able to share simple
day-to-day thoughts with Ensley is difficult
on her.
"It's hard doing things alone that 1 would
normally do with him." Banyash said. "It's
also hard not being able to reach him. 1 can't
call him when 1 think of something to tell
him or when I need to ask him something.
I can e-mail him, but 1 never know when

Sounds of the
Stadium

Today at 8 p.m. in
Kobacker Hall, the
University's Falcon
Marching Band will
perform their annual
"Sounds of the Stadium"
concert, featuring
half-time show
selections from home
football games.

TOLEDO
Oliver!
This weekend at the
Stranahan Theatre, see
the musical based loosely
on Charles Dickens novel
"Oliver Twist," about one
boy's quest for love and
belonging as he journeys
from a ruthless orphanage
to a group of pickpockets.

See MILITARY | Page 7

Art with a Heart
Tomorrow from 10 a.m.
- 9 p.m. at the Trinity
Episcopal Church, start
shopping for the holidays
with over 50 local vendors.
A portion of every sale will
benefit Emanuel Children's
Home in Honduras.

ON THE
RECORD
What are you
listening to on your
music player?

ELSEWHERE
Cleveland
This weekend at the
International Exposition
Center, attend the
Fabulous Food Show
featuring appearances
from Food Network
stars such as Michael
Symon, Paula Deen and
Guy Fieri.
Other features include
demonstrations, sampling
and live music Tickets

MEGAN PUCCI
SOPHOMORE
PERRYSBURG.0HI0

are available at

Belting and butchering
tunes makes for popular
student pastime
By Matt Liaua
Pulse Reporter

The songs "American Pie," "I
Will Survive," "Love Shack,"
"Friends In Low Places," "With
Arms Wide Open," "Hotel
California," "Baby Got Back,"
"The Devil Went Down To
Georgia" and "Total Eclipse
of the 1 lean" has one thing in
common; associatedcontent.
com have deemed them the
worst karaoke songs ever.
Mix a microphone, a stage,
a screen with lyrics, flat notes,
a bar full of people and a few
drinks, and it may be an equation for a disaster; but in fact,
many students in BG tend to
participate in just that in the
many venues off campus hosting karaoke nights.
Many of the restaurants off
campus designate one night for
students ready to embarrass
themselves at a hand in karaoke.
Such restaurants as Grumpy
Dave's, Buffalo Wild Wings,
Campus Quarters, Nate And
Wally's and Rev. Chico's have all
opened the doors for students
and surrounding residents to try
their hand in some unrehearsed
butchering of a song.
"It's hilarious arid more entertaining to see our regulars and
customers participate," said
manager. Lauren Coble, who
works at Campus Quarters, who
used to host a karaoke night on
Thursdays. She said about 80
percent of the participants would
be college students and she saw
many packed nights while working at the bar. Campus Quarters
is in talks to bring karaoke night
back for spring semester.
Many students have been
open to creating nights full of
excitement and hilarious stories
to tell the next morning.
"Last year at Chico's, I was
singing'... Baby One More Time'
by Britney Spears and I had a

"It's hilarious and
more entertaining to
see our regulars...
participate."
Lauren Coble | Manager

few too many drinks. |l| ended
up going to the bathroom with
the microphone and finishing
my song in there, while using
the rest room," said lessie Rose,
senior.
Rose is just one of the many
students who admit to loving the
spotlight and would be happy to
take the stage again. She said she
has loved singing karaoke since
her junior year of high school at
prom when she sang Madonna's
"Like A Virgin," something her
mother didn't really approve of.
Scott Shriver, a University
alumnus recalls times where he
would go to karaoke bars every
Thursday night.
"We had a pretty regular
schedule of singing and drinking, as well as some lame groupies," Shriver said. He added it
didn't take a lot of convincing
because he had friends with
him that were willing to do it
as well, and he never suffered
from stage fright but once he
did get booed after one certain
performance.
Holly Blinn, junior, said,
"Drinks aren't necessary, but
they can definitely make a performance more entertaining."
Buffalo Wild Wings' General
Manager, Matt Watruba, said
even with the small following,
it was always a blast when karaoke night rolled around.
Students have the opportunity to walk on stage with a microphone in hand and give justice
to songs such as "Barbie Girl"
and Spice Girl's "Wannabe" on
karaoke night.

Hendrix: an artist impossible to impersonate
By Kyle Schmidlin
Pulse Repoftei

With probably the smallest
recorded output of any artist
likely to make a column like
this, it may seem as though he is
an artist undesen i ng of company with The Beatles and Miles
Davis. But it is precisely for this
reason that '60scounterculture
icon limi Hendrix is the only
reasonable choice for the third
Influential Artist column.
Like no other guitarist before
or since, Hendrix's instrument
was wholly indistinct from
1 lendrix's personality. To call his
guitar an extension of his body is
to constrain it to the realm of the
physical and deny the incredible
spirituality of his performance.
So remarkable washis departure
from "academic" guitar playing
that he has left every other of the
millions who have tried copying him scratching their heads.

AltAMONIAPPAMLCOM

wondering exactly what it was
Hendrix was doing.

As Nicolo Paganini was to violin and lohn Coltrane to saxophone, limi Hendrix did things
with his guitar that were beyond

human. Conventional means of
expressing music, such as standard notation, are absolutely
meaningless to the playing of
Hendrix — simply put, if you
aren't limi himself, you can't
begin to play like him.
Reportedly, his only failing
grade in school one year was in
music class. Acquiring his first
actual guitar at age 15, Hendrix
started out strumming a broomstick in imitation of his idols and
playing a one-stringed ukulele
pulled from a mess in his garage.
Remarkably, he is said to have
been able to play tunes on this
one string, a trait he shares with
the aforementioned virtuoso
Paganini.
In 1966, Hendrix, having
worked as a session musician
for various artists from Ike and
Tina Turner to Little Richard
(who reportedly booted Hendrix
from the band, strangely, for
being more outrageous than the

band leader himself), journeyed
to Europe where he finally
formed a band of his own: The
limi Hendrix Experience. With
drummer Mitch Mitchell and
bassist Noel Redding, Hendrix
was ready to return to the shores
of his homeland and take it by
storm.
Here it was — a gypsy who
was part African American, part
Cherokee, draped in a bizarre
assortment of scarves, bell bottoms, headbands and Native
American-inspired blouses, tripping on LSD and not so much
playing his guitar as making
love to it before captivated white
upper-middle class audiences.
The cultural impact of Hendrix's
breakthrough is one of the most
important moments in modern
American history.
And the music kept to par with
See HENDRIX | Page 7

Local 'hot rock' band performs at benefit concert

ticketmaster.com.

1. FOREVERANDEVER ETC.

Make sure to check out

DAVID CR0WDER BAND
2. FREE FALLING-JOHN

By Sarah Ruti
Pulse Reporter

MAYER
3. WOMANIZER - BRITNEY

This weekend seems to be the
weekend to go out and support a
cause through music. In addition
to the Relay for Life show tonight
at the Perry Field House, tomorrow night at Howard's Club H,
a benefit concert will be held to
support research for muscular
dystrophy. All local bands will be
performing, and the Junk, a band
that calls Bowling Green home,
will be there to help support the
cause.
The muscular dystrophy benefit concert starts at 9 p.m. tomorrow night at Howard's.
"We're always excited to support a good cause," Hensley says
of the show.
It gives the band a chance to
participate actively in a worthy
cause, but it's also good because
it's something they can have fun

bgrtews.com for the
theatre review of "Five
by Ives," and the movie
review of "Madagascar 2."

THEY SAID IT

SPEARS
4. FALSE PRETENSE
THE RED JUMPSUIT
APPARATUS
5. MANNEQUIN - KATY
PERRY

"I try to believe like I
believed when I was
five... when your

I LIKE ALL KINDS OF MUSIC. IT
ALL DEPENDS ON MY MOOD.
MUSIC DOES EVERYTHING

heart tells you every-

FROM MAKING YOU WANT TO

thing you need to

SING, DANCE AND ROCK OUT...

know."
-Lucy Liu

TO SITTING BACK, RELAXING
AND JUST LISTENING TO THE
LYRICS."

MYSPACECOM/FEELTHEJUW
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he will actually gel the information."
Communicating with troops
overseas depends on how busy
they are and how full their base
is at the moment.
"Some weeks it's about every
ot her dayand sometimes it son ly
about once a week," Banyash
said. "I used to be able to talk to
him for about 30 minutes each
time he called, however, now
there are more people on his
base so we only get to talk for
about 10-15 minutes each call."
Banyash is hopeful Ensley will
return in time for the holidays,
however he may be returning
to either Iraq or Afghanistan in
May of 2009. Exact dates aren't
given for security reasons, but
according to Banyash's experience with the Army, they are
always runningalittlebit behind
the projected dates.
When Ensley returns, he and
Banyash plan on spending time
seeing family and friends and
hopefully going on a tropical
vacation.
"The last few months go by the
slowest, but I am very excited for
him to be home," Banyash said.
There are many troops here
in the United States that are not
overseas, but are training to
someday go to Iraq.
Coping with the idea of having
your loved one leave our country and go somewhere unknown
and unsafe can be very difficult,
but keeping a positive attitude,
like junior Brittany Sipan, is very
helpful and allows her to breathe
a little easier at night.

Sipan's boyfriend, Richard I cannot control," Sipan said. "I
Robinson, is a member of the will keep in contact with him
Reserve Officers' Training Corps whenever I possibly can but I
(ROTO.
must not stop my life just because
ROTC is a college-based his life is moving in a different
program designed as a college 'direction for a little while."
elective focusing on leadership
Sipan's greatest fear is he
development, problem solving, will go away, something will go
strategic planning and profes- wrong and he will never return
sional ethics. The ROTC produc- home. She also worries about
es officers in all branches of the the possibility of him getting
U.S. Armed Forces except the seriously injured which could
U.S. Coast Guard.
drastically change his life.
"It would be very hard for me
Sipa n and Robi n son have been
dating for more than a year, and and it would devastate me if
it took some time for Sipan to get something terrible happened to
used to her boyfriend's ROTC him in that manner," Sipan said.
lifestyle.
"My hope is he will not be done
"When we started dating it with training by then and might
was difficult for me to get used not have to go. It would put less
to him being in ROTC, because stress on him. me and his whole
he was always very busy," Sipan family."
said. "However, understanding
Since Sipan met and starting
is something that beingan Army dating Robinson, her outlook
girlfriend entails. You have to on the war has changed. She is
be willing to understand that very positive about her role as a
maybe he needs to go away for a military girlfriend.
weekend activity for ROTC and
"1 never thought badly of the
that this is what needs to happen war, but now that he must be
whether I like it or not."
a part of it, it makes me think
With Robinson's current situa- twice about liking the war,", she
tion in the Army National Guard, said. "All I can do though is go
there are orders that his unit will with the flow, be the best girlbe shipping out in December of friend I can be and make sure
2009, which is something Sipan everything is here for him when
is worried about.
he comes back because that is
"As a close outsider, the last what love is all about."
thing you want to see is your
We may not know exactly
loved one go somewhere that what is going on overseas, but
may put him in danger for a long one thing is for sure: the troops
period of time," Sipan said. "But have many supporters and lovI must be strong and I must be ing family members who are
supportive because this is the awaiting their return here in the
life that he chose and I chose to United States.
be a part of."
All we can hope for is the
If and when Robinson goes best for our troops and for their
overseas, Sipan plans to contin- loved ones who are here worryue on with her life here.
ing about them and loving them
"I cannot dwell on things that unconditionally.

THEJUNK
From Page 6

doing while raising awareness.
The lunk is made up of five
members: lames Henslcy
and Kerry Tuttle (guitars and
vocals), Mnhoin Mulholland
(guitar), Blaine Smead (bass)
and Derek Wright (drums).
They've all known each other
for about 11 years, with three
of the members having gone to
school together.
tEven though they've been
together for so long, the band
hasn't always been known as
the lunk. Originally, several of
the members were part of different, semi-successful bands, and
after a few lineup changes, in
2007 they officially became the
band they are today.
The type of music they play
is what Tuttle calls "hot rock"

HENDRIX
From Page 6
the over-thc-top live show, attire,
personality, and guitar playing
style. Take one listen to "Voodoo
Child (Slight Return)" from the
1968 album "Electric Ladyland"
and hear music that is cocksure,
dangerous and probably illegal
in most parts of the world. Forty
years later, nothing has come
near it in terms of raw energy
and unrestrained chaos.
Followup'VoodooChild'with
Hendrix's most effecting ballad,
"Little Wing." Appearing on the
most crucial Hendrix album.
1967's "Axis: Bold as Love," it is a
sentimental piece of only about
two and a half minutes. Anyone
unmovedat the weeping, pained
intro, Hendrix's delicate, sincere
vocal delivery and lead playing
which ascends beyond Heaven,
needn't bother checking their
pulse - they don't have one.
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— "three rock guitars, a pounding rhythm section and pretty
vocals." They're influenced by
artists such as Mike Patton of
Faith No More, Freddy Mercury
and limi llendrix. Hensley and
Tuttle are the two main lyricists
of the band, but they both write
differently. Hensley says he prefers to create a situation and take
it from there, while Tuttle says
his writing is influenced by the
events going on around him,
including things like politics and
history.
As of now it is hard for fans to
get a hold of the lunk's music,
hut there are other avenues to
hear the band.
"We just started recording
songs for an album hopefully |to
be| released in a year," Hensley
says, but for now, they're just
touring and playing at their
favorite venue — Howard's.
"There are very few bars in

the area that support local music
like them, (hanks to Shakin'
Promotions and Alex Kish foi
taking over the booking," Tuttle
said.
Shakin' Promotions is responsible for a good portion of the flyers students see around campus,
advertising events that will be ai
Howard's and other local venues
in the near future.
If you can't make it out to the
benefit tomorrow night, Tuttle
says they are on the "Howard's
Holiday Tour" — that is, they'll
be performing at Howard's on
Thanksgiving, Christmas anil
New Year's Eve, giving people
ample opportunity to get out
there and hear what they have
to play. People can also check
out the Junk at their MySpace,
www.myspace.com/feelthejunk, where the band has songs
to listen to and dates of evenwhere they're playing.

Perhaps Hendrix's most
famous song is his cover of the
Bob Dylan classic, "All Along
the Watchtower," appearing on
"Electric Ladyland." Featuring
Traffic's Dave Mason (who would
later go on to record his own,
and perhaps the best, version of
the song) on acoustic guitar, the
song was a potent mix of angst
and beauty, and Hendrix's playing seemed to somehow capture
the very essence of the song, as
though he was reaching out to
the world from behind a prison
of his own. So powerful was this
version, in fact, that Dylan himself now plays the song in limi's
style, saying quote "I liked limi
1 lendrix's record of this and ever
since he died I've been doing it
that way... Strange how when I
sing it, I always feel it's a tribute
to him in some kind of way."
Songs like "Highway Chile,"
"Stone Free," "Purple Haze"
and "Foxey Lady" will forever
be embedded into the minds

of post-cultural revolution
America. Nobody else in such
a short span of time managed
to shatter every boundary that
existed and change forever
the consciousness of an entire
nation.
America is still reeling, and
limi's contribution to the breakdown of social barriers will he
as substantial a part of his lei;
acy as the incredible music and
highly experimental and innovative forms of guitar amplifii ;i
tion and playing. Leaving mil
lions of hopeless imitators in his
wake, the only thing guaranteed
to remain certain about linn
Hendrix is that there can onK
be one.
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Three Key Albums:
"Are You Experienced" (1967,
MCA)
"Axis: Bold as Love" (1967.
MCA)
"Electric Ladyland" (1968.
MCA)
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It's the final weekend of the 2008 BGSU Volleyball regular season, and
the Falcons are battling for a MAC East Division Title and a bye In the
upcoming MAC Tournament...join us all weekend!
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ilm redeems foul nature
with sentimental value
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"THEFAME"
WHAT JEFF HOUNSHEL THINKS

By Aaron Helifrrich
Film Critic

lary of four letter winds. While
both Wheeler and Danny met
their tiny companions with
apathetic intentions, they soon
found reason in attaching to
the needs of the kids, especiall)
since I )anny wastrj ing desperately to regain the mist of his
girlfriend (Elizabeth Banks).
Eventually, "Role Models
was able to slow!) steel awaj
from the charactei personas ni
the past. While the film faltered with only mildr) amusing
jokes in the first hall, the tilm
makers seemed more focused
on setting up for the closure.
Both Scott and Mini/-Plasse
were bus\ expending as much
as they could from their career
defining character personas
before it was time lo join Rudd
in the meaningful storytelling
The film was therefore able to
combine a plethora of laughs
thai hii home harder than the
former,
"Hole Models" might have
siarted out as and remained
a vile potty-mouthed coin
edy that insulted nearly every
assumed stereotype lo its lin
ish, Inn it's culmination was
welcomed with a heartwarm
ing finale thai didn't forget to
involve each ot its rewarding

Not all comedies have the ability to be meaningful or heartfelt as they meander through
their attack plan of jokes. In
it's conception. "Role Models"
wasn't setting itself up lor this
reasonable success. As t he comedy starring two previous film
icons, Stifler from "American
Pie" (Scan William Scott) and
McLovin from "Suprrbad"
(Christopher Mintz-Plasse),
"Role Models" seemed doomed
to repeal the jokes of the past.
Much like the former
films of these two comedic
icons. "Role Models" centered its story around other
characters. Originally, we met
Wheeler (Scott) alongside his
friend and co-worker, Danny
(Paul Rudd). With a name thai
sounds like the demon child of
Stifler. Wheeler is merely an
adversary in a misdemeanor
caused by Danny.When the
two are sentenced to 150 hours
of community service, they
are unaware that they will find
their service of mentoring kids
to be much more disturbing
than going to jail.
As Danny is paired with
Augie Farks, its easy to see why characters,
the actor who played McLovin ■^■^■■■Mi
, . I I •_:
was chosen for the role. As the Letter Grade: B
outcast kid who lives in a fan- Rated R for crude and sexual
tasy world of medieval light- content, strong language and
ing, Augie allows Mintz-Plasse nudity.
to step out of his McLovin Runtime: 99 ml u.
role without fully leaving it. Starring: Seann William Scott,
Meanwhile, Wheeler had Paul Rudd, Christopher Mint/
his hands full with Ronnie: a Piastre, and kiiza belli Banks
young boy who feels to have Directed by David Wain
grown up fast with a vocabu-
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Did you know?

It is illegal
to get a fish
drunk in the
state of Ohio.

Check us out online at:

www.bgnews.com
Now Leasing for
Second Semester!

HOUSES!
CLOSE TO CAMPUS

Mid Am Manor
641 Third St.
702 Third St.
839 Fourth St

d Am
nagement

Charlestown Apts
710Scott Hamilton
730 Scott Hamilton

1,2, 3 bedrooms
and up available!

'09-'10May/Aug.
Leases Now Available
Call 419-806-4429

Drwww.tioboserentals.com
for current listing

Houses Available close to campus!

I hese houses won'l
lasl long

Call to make an appointment today!
Mid Am Management
641 Third C4 8G

Call TODAY!

352-4380

FROBOSE RENTALS
2WB Munvilk-Avc. Bd
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The BGSU icers return home to host the Wildcats in a CCHA
weekend series...be there!

1^877 BGSU TICKET ! BGSUFALCBNS C8M
BGSU STUDENTS ADMITTED
FREE WITH STUDENT I.D.
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WHAT TO DO
IN TOWN
Howard's Benefit
Concert
Tomorrow at 9 p.m. at
Howard's Club H.
bartender Charlie Tuna
will host a concert to
benefit children with
muscular dystrophy. Come
out and help the kids!

Their hearts
belong to
soldiers
By Laura Lea Caracciolo

ml

■
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We all know there is a war going on in Iraq.
We also know that it involves troops From
our country, and what they go through
on a day-to-day basis is both serious and
dangerous.
However, what some of us don't know is
how it feels to have a loved one overseas and
the toll it can take on the ones left behind.
Some students at the University have boy
friends, friends and family members over
seas and have to live one day at a time while
worrying about what could happen to theii
loved ones.
junior Katy Banyash's boyfriend, Eric
Ensley. is a specialist and team leader of his
truck and crew in Camp Ramadi which is
located BO miles west of Baghdad.
Ensley started his deployment training the first week of lanuary and left
for Iraq in March
He can tell me how things are
going in general, but the details are
very limited for security reasons,"
lianyash said. Although sometimes
I'm not sure if he is not allowed to tell
me details or if he just doesn't want me to
hear everything."
lianyash has been going through the
struggles (it missing an important person
in her lite. Not being able to share simple
day-to-day thoughts with Ensley is difficult
on her.
"It's hard doing things alone that 1 would
normally do with him," lianyash said. "It's
also hard not being able to reach him. 1 can't
call him when I think of something to tell
linn in when I need to ask him something
I can e-mail him. but I never know when

Sounds of the
Stadium
Today at 8 p.m. in
Kobacker Hall, the
Universitys Falcon
Marching Band will

perform their annual
"Sounds of the Stadium
concert, featuring
half-time show
selections from home
football games.

TOLEDO
Oliver!
This weekend at the
Stranahan Theatre, see
the musical based loosely
on Charles Dickens novel
"Oliver Twist." about one
boy's quest for love and
belonging as he journeys
from a ruthless orphanage
to a group of pickpockets

See MILITARY | Page;

Art with a Heart
Tomorrow from 10 a.m.
■ 9 p.m. at the Trinity
Episcopal Church, start
shopping for the holidays
with over 50 local vendors.
A portion of every sale will
benefit Emanuel Children's
Home in Honduras.

ON THE
RECORD
What are you
listening to on your
music player?

ELSEWHERE
Cleveland
This weekend at the
International Exposition
Center, attend the
Fabulous Food Show
featuring appearances
from Food Network
stars such as Michael
Symon, Paula Deen and
Guy Fieri.
Other features include
demonstrations, sampling
and live music. Tickets

MEGAN PUCCI
SOPHOMORE
PERRYSBURG.OHIO

are available at

Belting and butchering
tunes makes for popular
student pastime
By Mall Liasia
Pulse Reporter

The songs "American Pic," "I
will Survive." "Love shack,"
"Friends In LOW Places," "With
Arms Wide Open, ""Hotel
California,'1 "Baby Got Hack,"'
"The Devil Went Down To
Georgia" and "Total Eclipse
ul the Mean" has one thing in
common; assodatedcontent
com have deemed them the
worst karaoke songs ever.
Mix a microphone, a stage,
a screen with lyrics, flat notes.
a bar full of people and a few
drinks, and it may be an equation lor a disaster: but in fact,
many students in lit", tend to
participate in just th.it in the
many venues off campus hosting karaoke nights.
Many of the restaurants off
campus designate one night for
students ready to embarrass
themselves at a hand in karaoke.
Such restaurants as Grumpy
Dave's, Buffalo Wild Wings,
Campus Quarters, Nate And
Walk's and Rev. Chico's have all
opened the doors for students
and surrounding residents to try
their hand in some unrehearsed
butchering of a sung
it's hilarious and more entertaining to see our regulars and
customers participate," said
manager. Lauren Coble, who
works at Campus Quarters, who
used In host a karaoke night on
rhursdays. She said about HO
pen cm of the participants would
be college students and she saw
many packed nights while working at the bar. Campus Quarters
is in talks to bring karaoke night
hack for spring semester.
Many students have been
open to creating nights full of
excitement and hilarious stories
to tell the next morning.
"Last year at Chico's, I was
singing... Baby One More Time'
by Britney Spears and I had a

"It's hilarious and
more entertaining to
see our regulars...
participate."
Lauren Coble | Manager

few too many drinks. Ill ended
up going to the bathroom with
the microphone and finishing
my song in there, while using
the rest room," said lessie Rose,
senior.
Rose is just one of the marry
students who admit to loving the
spotlight and would be happy to
take the stage again. She said she
has loved singing karaoke since
her junior year of high school at
prom when she sang Madonna's
"Like A Virgin," something her
mother didn't really approve of.
Scott Shriver, a University
alumnus recalls times where he
would go to karaoke bars every
Thursday night.
"We had a pretty regular
schedule of singing and drinking, as well as some lame groupies," Shriver said. He added it
didn't take a lot of convincing
because he had friends with
him that were willing to do it
as well, and he never suffered
from stage fright but once he
did get booed after one certain
performance.
Holly Blinn, junior, said,
"Drinks aren't necessary, but
they can definitely make a performance more entertaining."
Buffalo Wild Wings' General
Manager, Malt Watruba, said
even with the small following,
it was always a blast when karaoke night rolled around.
Students have the opportunity to walk on stage with a microphone in hand and give justice
to songs such as "Barbie Girl"
and Spice Girl's "Wannabe" on
karaoke night.

Hendrix: an artist impossible to impersonate
By Kyle Schmidlin
Pulse Repoitei

With probably the smallest
HI orded output of any artist
likeh to make a column like
this, it may seem as though he is
an artist undesei \ Ing of company with rheBeatlesand Miles
Davis, lint it is precisely for this
reason that (Miscounterculture
icon Mini Hendrix is the only
reasonable choice for the third
Influential Vrtisi column.
Like no oilier guitarist before
or since. Hendrix's instrument
was wholly indistinct from
I lendrix's personality. To call his
guitar an extension of his body is
to constrain it to the realm of the
pin steal and deny the incredible
spirituality ul his performance.
So remaikable was his departure
from "academic" guitar playing
thai he has left every other ofthe
millions who have tried copy
ing him scratching their heads.

AHA'.' N

wondering exactly what it was
Hendrix was doing.
As Nicolo Paganini was to violin and Inliii Coltranc to saxophone, Mini Hendrix did things
with his guitar that were beyond

human. Conventional means of
expressing music, such as standard notation, are absolutely
meaningless to the playing of
Hendrix — simply put, if you
aren't Mini himself, you can't
begin to play like him.
Reportedly, bis only failing
grade in school one year was in
music class. Acquiring his first
actual guitar at age 15, Hendrix
started out strumming a broomstick in imitation of his idols and
playing a one-stringed ukulele
pulled from a mess in his garage.
Remarkably, he is said to have
been able to play tunes on this
one string, a trait he shares with
the aforementioned virtuoso
Paganini.
In 1906. Hendrix, having
worked as a session musician
for various artists from Ike and
Tina Turner to Little Richard
(who reportedly hooted Hendrix
from the band, strangely, for
being more outrageous than the

band leader himself), journeyed
to Europe where he finally
formed a band of his own: The
limi Hendrix Experience. With
drummer Mitch Mitchell and
bassist Noel Redding, Hendrix
was ready to return to the shores
of his homeland and take it by
storm.
Here it was — a gypsy who
was part African American, part
Cherokee, draped in a bizarre
assortment of scarves, bell bottoms, headbands and Native
American-inspired blouses, tripping on LSD and not so much
playing his guitar as making
love to it before captivated white
upper-middle class audiences.
The cultural impact of Hendrix's
breakthrough is one ofthe most
important moments in modern
American history.
And the music kept to par with
See HENDRIX | Page 7

Local 'hot rock' band performs at benefit concert

ticketmaster.com.

1. FOREVERANDEVER ETC.
DAVID CROWDER BAND
2. FREE FALLING-JOHN

By Sarah Run

Make sure to check out

MAYER
3. WOMANIZER-BRITNEY

This weekend seems to be the
weekend to go out and support a
cause through music. In addition
to the Relay for Life show tonight
at the Perry Field House, tomorrow night at Howard's Club H,
a benefit concert will be held to
support research for muscular
dystrophy. All local bands will be
performing, and the lunk, a band
that calls Bowling Green home,
will be there to help support the
cause.
The muscular dystrophy benefit concert starts at 9 p.m. tomorrow night at Howard's.
"We're always excited to support a good cause," Hensley says
ofthe show.
It gives the band a chance to
participate actively in a worthy
cause, but it's also good because
it's something they can have fun

bgnews.com for the
theatre review of "Five
by Ives." and the movie
review of "Madagascar 2."

THEY SAID IT

Pulse Reporter

SPEARS
4. FALSE PRETENSE
THE RED JUMPSUIT
APPARATUS
5. MANNEQUIN - KATY
PERRY

"I try to believe like I
believed when I was
five... when your

i LIKE ALL KINDS OF MUSIC. IT
ALL DEPENDS ON MY MOOD.
MUSIC DOES EVERYTHING

heart tells you every-

FROM MAKING YOU WANT TO

thing you need to

SING. DANCE AND ROCK OUT...

know."
-Lucy Liu

TO SITTING BACK. RELAXING
AND JUST LISTENING TO THE
LYRICS."

MYSPACECOMrfteilHfdur*

See THE JUNK | Page 7
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Sipan's boyfriend, Richard
Robinson, is a member of the
Reserve Officers' Training Corps
(ROTO.
ROTC is a college-based
program designed as a college
elective focusing on leadership
development, problem solving,
strategic planning and professional ethics. The ROTC produces officers in all branches of the
U.S. Armed Forces except the
U.S. Coast Guard.
Sipan and Robinson have been
dating for more than a year, and
it took some time for Sipan to get
used to her boyfriend's ROTC
lifestyle.
"When we started dating it
was difficult for me to get used
to him being in ROTC, because
he was always very busy." Sipan
said. "However, understanding

MILITARY
From
he will actually get the information."
(.ninnitinir.itine, with troops
overseas depends on how busy
ihey are and how full their base
isai the moment
"Some weeks it's about every
other dayandsonietimesitsonly
about once a week," Banyash
said. "1 used to he able to talk to
him for about 30 minutes each
time he called, however, now
there are more people on his
base so we only gel to talk for
about 10-15 minutes each call."
Banyash is hopeful Knsley will
return in time for the holidays,
however he may be returning
to either Iraq or Afghanistan in
May of 2(KW. Exact dates aren't
given for security reasons, but
according to Banyash's experience with the Army, they are
always runninga little hit behind
the projected dates.
YVhen F.nsley returns, he and
Banyash plan on spending time
seeing family and friends and
hopefully going on a tropical
vacation.
"The last few months go by the
slowest, but I am very excited for
him to he home," Banyash said.
There are many troops here
in the United States that are not
overseas, but are training to
someday go In Iraq
Coping with the idea of having
your loved one leave our conn
try and go somewhere unknown

Is something that being an Army
girlfriend entails. You have to
be willing to understand that
maybe he needs to go away for a
weekend activity for ROTC and
(hat this is what needs to happen
whel her I like it or not."
With Robinson's current situation in the Army National Guard,
there are orders that his unit will
be shipping out in December of
2009, which is something Sipan
Is worried about
"As a close outsider, the last
thing you want to see is your
loved one go somewhere that
may put him in danger for a long
period of time," Sipan said. "But
I must be strong and I must he
supportive because this is the
life that he chose and I chose to

and unsafe can be very difficult,
but keeping a positive attitude,
like junior Brittany Sipan, is very
helpful and allows her to breathe
a little easier at night.

be a part of."

THEJUNK

- "three rock guitars, a pounding rhythm section and pretty
vocals." They're influenced by
artists such as Mike I'atton of
laith No More, l-'reddy Mercury
and linii llendrix. llensley and
Tuttle are the two main lyricists
of the band, but they both write
differently, llensley says he prefers to create a silual ion and take
it from there, while Tuttle says
his writing is influenced by the
events going on around him,
including things like politics and

If and when Robinson goes
oveiseas, Sipan plans to i ontin
tie on with her life here.
"I cannot dwell on things that

From Page 6
doing while raising awareness.
The lunk is made up of five
members:
lames
llensley
and Kerry Turtle (guitars and
vocals), Mohom Mulholland
(guitar). Blaine Smead (bass)
and Derek Wright (drums).
They've all known each other
for about II years, with three
of the members having gone to
school together.
liven though they've been
together for so long, the band
hasn't always been known as
the lunk. Originally, several ul
the members were part of differ
ent. semi-successful bands, and
after a few lineup changes, in

history
As of now it is hard for fans to
get a hold of the lunk's music,
hut there are other avenues to
hear the hand.
"U'e just started recording
songs for an album hopefully |to
be| released in a year," I lensley
says, but for now, they're jusl
touring and playing at their
favorite venue — Howard's.
"There are very few bars in

2007 they officially became the
band they are today.
The type of music they play
is what Tuttle calls "hot rock"

I cannot control," Sipan said. "I
will keep in contact with him
whenever I possibly can but I
must not slop my lifejust because
his life is moving in a different
direction for a little while."
Sipan's greatest fear is he
will go away, something will go
wrong and lie will never return
home. She also worries about
the possibility of him getting
seriously injured which could
drastically change his life.
"It would be very hard for me
and it would devaslate me if
something terrible happened to
him in that manner," Sipan said.
"My hope is he will not be done
with training by then and might
not have to go. Il would put less
stress on him. me and his whole

family."
Since Sipan met and starting
dating Robinson, her outlook
on the war has changed. She is
very positive about her role as a
military girlfriend.
"I never thought badly of the
war, bin now that he must be
a part of it, it makes me think
twice about liking the war," she
said. "All I can do though is go
with the How, be the best girlfriend 1 can be and make sure
everything is here for him when
he comes back because that is
what love is all about."
We may nol know exactly
what is going on overseas, but
one thing is for sure: the troops
have many supporters and loving family members who are
awaiting their return here in the
United Stales.
All we can hope for is the
best for our troops and for theii
loved ones who are here worry
ing about them and loving them
uncondilionallv.

the area thai support local music
like them, thanks to Shakin
Promotions and Alex Kish foi
taking over the booking," Tuttli
said.
Shakin' Promotions is responsible for a good portion of the fly
ers students see around campus,
advertising events that will be at
I loward's and other local venues
in the near future.
If you can't make it out to tin
benefit tomorrow night, Tuttle
says ihey are on the "Howard's
Holiday Tour" — that is, they'll
be performing at Howard's on
Thanksgiving, Christmas am!
New Year's live, giving people
ample opportunity to get oul
there and hear what they have
to play. People can also check
oui the lunk at their MySpace,
www.myspace.com/fcelt hejunk, where the band has songs
to listen to and dates of even
where they're playing.
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Film redeems foul nature
with sentimental value

■ Lidy GaGi
■ 6M Ii

"THE FAME'
WHAT JEFF H0UNSHEL THINKS

By Aaron Helfferich
Film Critic
Not all comedies have the abii
ily to be meaningful or heartfell as they meander through
their attack plan ol jokes. In
it's conception, Hole Models"
wasn't selling itsell up lor this
reasonable success. As the comedy starring two |>n\ious film
icons, Stifler from 'American
Pie" (Sean William Scott) and
Mcl.ovin from "Superbad"
(Christopher
Mintz-Plasse),
"Role Models" seemed doomed
to repeat the jokes ol the past.
Much
like
the
formei
films of these two comedic
icons. "Role Models'" < en
tered its story around olhei
characters. Originally, we met
Wheeler (Scott) alongside his
friend and co-worker, Danny
(Paul Rudd). With a name that
sounds like the demon child of
Stiller, Wheeler is merely an
adversary in a misdemeanor
caused by Danny. When the
two are sentenced to 150 hours
of community service, they
are unaware that they will find
their service ol mentoring kids
to be much more disturbing
than going to jail.
As Danny is paired with
Augie larks, iis easy to sec why
the actor who played McLovin
was chosen for the tote. As the
outcast kid who lives in a fantasy world of medieval fight
ing, Augie allows Mintz-Plasse
to step out of his McLovin
role without fully leaving It.
Meanwhile,
Wheeler
had
his hands full with Ronnie; a
young hoy who feels to haw
grown up fast with a vocabu-

lary of lour letter words. \\ hite
both Wheetei and Danny met
their tiny companions with
apathetic Intentions, thi .
found reason in attaching lo
the needs of the kids espi
since Danny was ii MII;;,;
ateh in regain the trust ol his
girlfriend (Elizabeth Banks).
I ventually, "Role Models
was able to slowlj steei awa)
from thecharactei pei •
the pasi. While the film faltered with onrj mildly amusing
jokes in the first half, the film
makers seemed more focused
on setting up foi th< i
Both Scott and Mini/ Plasse
were busj expending as nun h
as ihey could from thi ii careei
defining character personas
before il was time lo join Rudd
in the meaningful storytelling
The film was therefore able to
combine a plethora ol laughs
thai 1)ii home hardei than the
former.
"Role Models" mighl have
started out as and remained
a vile pott) mouthed com
edj that insulted nearly evei.
assumed stereotype to its fin
ish, l)ui it's culmination was
welcomed with a heartwarming finale thai didn'i forgei in
involve each of iis rewarding
characters,
Letter Grade: B
Rated H for crude and sexual
content, Strong language and

It is illegal
to get a fish
drunk in the
state of Ohio.

nudity.
Runtime: 99 min.
Starring: Scann William Scon.
Paul Rudd, Christopher MintzPtassie, and fciizabetll banks

Directed by David Wain

n
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Perhaps
Hendrix's
most
famous song is his cover of the
Bob Dylan classic. "All Along
the Watchlower," appearing on
"Electric ladyiand." Featuring
Traffic's Dave Mason (who would
later go on to record his own,
and perhaps the best, version of
the song) on acoustic guitar, the
song was a potent mix of angsl
and beauty, and Hendrix's playing seemed to somehow capture
the very essence of the song, as
though he was reaching oul to
the world from behind a prison
of his own. So powerful was this
version, in fact, that Dylan himself now plays the song in finds
style, saying quote "I liked limi
I lendrix's record of this and ever
since he died I've been doing it
that way ... Strange how when I
sing it, I always feel it's a tribute
to him in some kind of way."
Songs like "Highway Chile,"
"Stone Free." "Purple Haze"
and "Foxey Lady" will forever
he embedded into the minds

HENDRIX
From
theover-the-top live show, attire,
personality, and guitar playing
style. Take one listen to "Voodoo
Child (Slight Return)" from the
1968 album "Electric Ladyiand"
and hear music that is cocksure,
dangerous and probably illegal
in most parts of the world. Tony
years later, nothing has come
near it in terms of raw energy
and unrestrained chaos.
follow up "V'oodooChild'willi
Hendrix's most effecting ballad,
"Little Wing." Appearing on the
most crucial llendrix album.
I967's "Axis: Bold as love," it is a
sentimental piece of only about
two and a half minutes. Anyone
unmovedal the weeping, pained
intro. Hendrix's delicate, sincere
vocal delivery and lead playing
which ascends beyond I leaven.
needn't bother checking their
pulse - they don't have one.

FALCONS
vs.
F1I11T IIVEM1EI14

1:

AHOEISBI AHEM A

of posi cultural
revolution
America. Nobody else in such
a short span of time managed
lo shatter every boundary that
existed and change forevei
the consciousness of an entire
nation.
America is still reeling, and
find's contribution to the break
down of social barriers will In
as substantial a part of his leg
acy as the incredible music and
highly experimental and Innovative forms of guitar ampUflca
lion and playing. Leaving mi1
lions of hopeless imitators in his
wake, the ordy thing guaranteed
to remain certain about Jinn
llendrix is that there can onl\
be one.

Three Key Albums:
"Are You Experienced" (1967.
MCA)
"Axis: Bold as Love" (1967,
MCA)
"Electric Ladyiand" (1968.
MCA)

Akron
FALCONS
vs. Akro
SATII1AY, HiEMIEl..

877-BGSU TICKET

BGSU STUDENTS ADMITTED
FREE WITH STUDENT I.D.
I

Now Leasing for
Second Semester!

Charlestown Apts.
710Scotl Hamilton
730 Scoll Hamilton

BGSUFALC8NS.COM

R9LL AUNG!

' HOUSES n
t LOSI \(u VMPl S

7—r

M

'09-'10 Ma)
Leases Now \v ailable

Id Am
anagement
„_.

Call 419 806 I
or ivww.froboserenlals.i om

1, 2, 3 bedrooms
and up available!

foi current listing

.

Houses Available close to campus!

last i

Call TODAY!

Call to make an appointment today!
Mid Am Management
641 Third #4 BG
352-4380

FALCONS

ANDE1SM A1EKA

It's the final weekend of the 2008 BGSU Volleyball regular season, and
the Falcons are battling for a MAC East Division Title and a bye in the
upcoming MAC Tournament...join us all weekend)

w

www.bgnews.com

Mid Am Manor
641 Third St.
702 Third St.
839 Fourth St

Did you know?

VB.

FROBOSE RENTALS
239B ManvillcAvc.BG

NORTHERN MICHIGAN

FIIDAY, XOVEMIEl 14 7:05pm
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER IS 745pm
BGSU ICE ARENA

The BGSU icers return home to host the Wildcats in a CCHA
weekend series...be there!

W

877-BGSU TICKET ! BGSUFALCBNS C8M

BGSU STUDENTS ADMITTED
FREE WITH STUDENT I.D.
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Shorthanded men's team to
tip off at NABC Classic
While ihe rt-Rulur «mw kicks uff tonight fur the
Fakon men s basketball loam. there's a bit uf an
Unofficial leeling surrounding If
I hm feeling > mild be dm- mi lie fact ilic team Mill
be »it hum Hi ice of IK umst iiiipiirliiiil pieces fur
Ibis weekends WBC-Ijlmrtr ill the University uf
\a(. Millrr mid i hris knight, ahing wflh
in M.idhM k, vtill nut travel iilth Iho
m: suspended fur ihla vrt-rkrml»
various loam rules during lb*
r
I coarh I uui\ 1111 iho k«ui-i
■BFrnalfv and there are nu I iui:ei In*
oroNeim.^^
"I hellese they've Iciiruod from their poar

season at Temple tonight
Uheiiyno ivpirki-dlnlinishflrsilniheMid-Airierican
l (inference heture the season starts, everybodyelse
is gunning fnrvoii.
I h is »ill IH- the case fur the ltd women's basketball
Iran this season. luckily, the FalcOM have Ihe talent In ward nff their many challengers.
tonight at 7 p.m. in Philadelphia, the falcons will
lip uli ihe "linn II-I season al Temple, a team Unit's
nut a part of tlie MAI. but will still be equallv fired
itptnplav
I hi- Owls are under new management, with tirstMf head i uai h Innya ( anln/a bringing her e&pe
ririice ami winning mentality War from IICOMY
where she'd s|M-nt the last M years under couching
great l.i-mi \iiriomma.
HI. head i 11.11 h t urt Miller admlltetl tonight's
S« TEMPLE Paq« 9
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Men's soccer shut out of MAC Tourney in
first round by Northern Illinois, 2-0
By Jason Jones

9 2
8

where an Nil) player knocked it
past BG goalie lvaul Shoemaker to
give the Huskies die early lead.
The men's soccer season came
The second goal came in the
to a predictable ending yesterday 53rd minute when NIU Danny
after a Mid-American Conference Lopez connected on a shot from
Tournament quarterfinal game just six yards away.
with Northern Illinois ended in a
The loss is the aid of an incredibly
2-0 win for the Huskies.
disapponitiiigseasixifbrthelalcoiis
The loss marks the second
After showing improvement
straight year that NIU has sent the late in the season a year ago, and
Falcons home in the tournament's adding new talent to the team, die
opening round. It was also the Falcons had all the makings of a
second time die lidcons lost to the team ready to turn things around.
Huskies, the first loss coming in Instead, almost everything didn't
mid-October, by a score of I -0.
go as planned.
"Wfe're making sure we're menIt all started with die offense.
tally prepared. We want to be The offense was the team's Achilles
there the entire weekend,'' head heel last season and needed to be
coach Fred Thompson said on addressed in the offseason. Before
Wednesday.
the start of this season lliompson
That's what the Falcons hoped and assistant coach Ken White
would happen, but like so many were confident that their offense
other things this season, it never was ready to rum things around.
came to fruition.
That never happened.
NIU's first goal came in the 29th
boob Lawrence, die team's
minute when a set kick turned middle defenseman, led the team
into a loose ball in front of the net, in goals up until the final week of

1

4

Reporter
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1
5

7
7

4
9
1

2
7

2
the season when Chuko Evwaraye
finally surpassed him. For a large
part of the season, the team's
defenseman had more goals than
die players on offense.
'Hie darkest ptirt olthe yesir came
in a four-game stretch where the
Fak-ons weren't able to score a single goal and were outscored 8-0.
Then there was Vuk Krkeljic, the
freshman fonn Serbia. Hveryone
had high hopes for the newcomer

at the banning of the season, but
by niidseason. they had seemed
to have given up on him.
In August and September krkeljic
was an everyday starter with a mas-

sive amoui it of potential.
\\c sec him scoring a lot of

3

6

8 2
5
3
2 1
8

goals," WbJtB said.
Instead, Krkeljic stniggled into
mid October, dien was benched
.Hid saw time sparingly the rest of
the way He finished the season
without a goal or assist, and conlinues to be a work in progress.
Then there was die goalie
situation. Paul Shoemaker was
named the starter for the season
opener against South Florida, and
remained the starter until late
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BG Netters to host Akron, Buffalo in season finale
By Sean Shapiro
Reporter

and solve your
Sirtoku puzzles lor FREE

missed that weekend with the
death of my dad. So I haven't
seen Buffalo and Akron live,"
head coach Demise Van Lie

The regular season finally
comes to an end this week- While sail
Last weekend the Zips were
end when BG hosts Akron and
Buffalo in the final weekend of led by junior Brianna Patterson
who recorded 28 kills as they
MAC regular season play.
Tonight the Falcons host swept away Buffalo and got the
Akron who enters the match programs first ever win over
needing a win to secure a home Ball State.
Saturday BO will honor its
match in the first round of the
MAC tournament. Earlier this trio of seniors as they host
season the teams met in Akron Buffalo in Anderson Arena,
most likely the last volleyball
and BO prevailed in five sets.
In the match Akron jumped match to be played on Bowling
out to an early lead only to Green's campus this season.
"We play really well at home
see the Falcons storm back and
eventually dominate the match with our surroundings, we just
have to keep in mind the
in the fifth set.
"Buffalo and Akron are must
See VOLLEY | Page 10
wins for us. and it's really
important for me because I

Millmore Sudofcu ana win prizes it

PRIZESUDOKU COM
Northern Michigan to face off
with Falcons this weekend
By Ethan Magoc
Reporter

JUSTINKIEIN

regular season on a high note this weekend.

Marschall hasn't played since
very early last season due to
injuries.
From Page 8
"From watching tape, I had a
decisions — I know they have," feeling |Marschall| was probably,
Orr said. "They're going to miss of our big guys, the most offentraveling and we're going to miss sively skilled player of the group,"
having diem. But it's a life lesson Orr said. "He's a hard worker and I
learned and we're just going to believe he's a guy who loves to play
and really wants to play."
have to move on from it."
In their opening match up in the
Despite not being eligible to
play the first three games of the NABC. the shorthanded Falcons
year, Miller, Knight and Madlock will square off with Georgia State,
have continued to help the rest of which finished last season with
the team in practices and get diem a 9-21 record. Tomorrow, they'll
ready for the competition they'll face Classic host Minnesota.
They'll wrap up die event Sunday
face in Minneapolis.
"I commend Chris, Nate and with a match up against Div. II
Cameron, because they really Concordia State.
Since the team is playing three
helped prepare us for this trip.
They've been great in practice," games in three days, game planOn said. "This has to be a team ning has been difficult to do.
effort, including them. Even According to Orr, one coach has
though they're not traveling, they been assigned to scout each oppocan help make us better and help nent The goal has been to find
parts of each team's style of play
prepare us."
While Miller and Knight are that are similar so die team could
the team's two top scorers from practice for all of them at once.
"They'll be three quality games,"
last year, there are players suiting up tonight that can put the Orr said. "Really, it's aggressive
bail in die basket. These play- teams who have really good athers include reigning MAC Sixth letes. IThey're] really strong defenMan of the Year Brian Moten and sive teams. It's early, but they'll
guards Darryl Clepients and Joe be as competitive as any teams
we play this early in the year. It'll
Jakubowskj.
The Falcons will only have three speak a lot to our endurance and
post players to rotate, but all three to our depth right now. It's an
can play. Otis Polk, Marc Larson opportunity for us to grow."
Tip off for tonight's game is
and Erik Marschall will all see
scheduled for 6 p.m.
plenty of playing time.

NABC
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■ Garbage Disposal

what Temple's

CHRISTINA MCGINNIS
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THE BAROMETER: This weekend's
games could be an indicator of how the rest
of the season will pan out for the Falcon
hockey team.

that is currently desperate for
wins. BCi can't expect the road
hack to .500 to be very easy.
"They're a good team, they
were picked high, and they have
a lot of good players," Paluch
said. "last year, they had the
best record in our league over
the second half of the year."
After that lackluster start in
2007-08. Northern went on to
capture third place in the CCHA
Tournament with a win over
Notre Dame, who eventually
became the second-best team
in the nation.
Northern's conference stats
are extremely similar to BG's. as
both teams have scored 11 goals
and allowed 16. which is yet
another reason this weekend's
See HOCKEY | Page 10
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"We have no idea

game won't be easy by any
going to do, both
stretch, and said the Temple
players will lx' \ery excited in
offensively and
play for the new coach.
"Temple's going to have that
defensively."
cannon effect. They're going
to want to play outstanding for
" tiller | Coach
their brand new head coach,"
Miller said. "It's their first game
to show [Cardoza] what the) re year. Including top scorer and
rebounder Lauren Prochaska.
all about."
The toughest part of the Forward len Uhl. who progame for the Falcons may vided a spark off the bench all
be the fact they don't reall) last season, is also back. Miller
know what Cardoza niighi will use multiple players at the
point guard position including
throw at them.
"We have no idea whal Tracy Pontius and transfer Niki
Temples going to do, bothoflen McCoy. ('enter lara Breske will
sively and defensively," Millet once again anchor the post.
Although they're youthful.
said. "We're at a huge disadvan
tage going into this first game. BG will he a tough out in the
But that's the kind of adversits season opener. Miller's excited
you want to put a young team for t he tough task that awaits in
through, because hopefully In Philadelphia
"We're excited about the
lanuary, that adversity you race
challenge,' Miller said. "Can
will only help you."
For the second year in a row we rebound with Temple? Can
the Falcons can be considered we compete with them physiayoungteam. Forward 1 indsn cally? Can we handle their
Goldsberry is the team's onl\ team speed? All those are chalsenior. Still, there's something lenges that are going to be a
to be said for a group that won test [tonight). If we can prove
26 games a year ago and won lo ourselves that we can have
some success, I think it bodes
the MAC regular season title.
They're returning three well by the time lanuary conies
of their five starters from last around."

CAMPBELL HILLF
APARTMENTS

'HfBGNfWS

HOME STRETCH: Kendra Halm (right) and m % volleyball team are looking to end the

When the 2008-09 hockey
schedule came out. Northern
Michigan coaches, players
and fans must have had one
thought.
"Oh no...not again."
For the second straight season,
the Wildcats have opened their
season against some of the best
teams that the conference, and
the nation, has to offer. They
began last season with a 0-6
record in the Central Collegiate
Hockey Association by dropping
games to Michigan. Michigan
State and Miami.
This year's schedule has not
treated Northern much better
so far. The school holds a 1-4-1
record after again opening with
Michigan and Michigan State,
and then being swept by Notre
Dame last weekend.
"I-ast year, they played eight
games against top 10 teams, and
it's much the same this year,"
said BG coach Scott Paluch,
whose team faces Northern
Tonight and tomorrow night at
the BGSU Ice Arena.
The Wildcats have not lost a
conference game yet this year
by more than a two-goal margin,
which means Paluch and his
players can expect an extremely
close series.
BG doesn't have quite as
favorable of a position as they
did when Northern came to
town in November of 2007.
The Falcons carried a 5-2-0
overall record and a four-game
winning streak at this point in
2007, but are currently 3-5-2 and
haven't won since Halloween.
And with a Northern team

(419)352-0717

D
/

H^HI^MI

419-354-4673
www.bgpc.org

1-800-395-HELP
www.knowledge is empowering.com
Foundation
for
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Whenyou rt'pifki-dhiiinishflrttlnthrMld-AiiMTk'aii
Conference belore lite season starts, everybody else
is gunning for you.
Th Is will be the case for the Bfc women's basketball
l<-iiin this season, luckily, the I nl< mis have the talent toward oflthelr many challengers.
t
onrbtrTcn u«r
Tonight at 7 p.m. In Philadelphia, the FakooswUI ■'KU-itl. I tU MAL
tip oil ihr 2008-09 season at Temple, a team that's
EAST FINISH
not a part of the MAC, but will still be equally fired
up to play.
The Owls are under new management, with Hrstyear head coach Tonya Cardoza bringing her experience and winning mentality over from IK ONV
wtiere she'd spent the last 14 years under coaching
great Geno uirieoima.
LAST YEAR'S MAC
BC head coach Curt Mlllor admitted tonights
EAST FINISH
SM
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en's soccer shut out of MAC Tourney in
first round by Northern Illinois, 2-0
By Jason Jones
Reportei
Tin' men's soccer season came
lo a predictable ending yesterday
after a Mid -American (^inference
Tournament quarterfinal game
with Nonheni Illinois ended in a
2-0 win for the I Inskies.
The loss marks the second
Straight year that Ml) has sent the
lialcons home in the tournament's
opening round. It was also the
second dme the I^lcons lost to the
I luskies. the first loss coming In
mid-October, b) a score of 1-0.
"Wen1 making sure we're men
tally prepared U'c want in lie
there the entire weekend," head
coach Fted Thompson said on
Wednesday.
Thai's what the Falcons hoped
would happen, bin like so many
other things this season, il never
came to fruition.
NUTS first goal came in die 29th
minute when a sel kick turned
into a loose ball in frnnl of the net.

where an Mil player knocked il
past BG goalie Paul Shoemaker to
give the I luskies the early lead.
The second goal came in the
53rd minute when Ml) Danny
Lopez connected on a shot from
just six yards away
The k RS is IIK' end ol an incrcdilily
dteppcMngseesonfcrlheFalcon&
After sin iwing improvement
late In the season a year ago. and
adding new talent lo the learn, the
Falcons had all Ihe makings of a
team ready lo turn things around.
Instead, almost everything didn't
go as planned.
ii all started with the offense
I he offense was the teams Achilles
heel last season and needed to lie
addressed in ihe offseason, before
the start of this season Thompson
and assistant coach Ken White
were confident that theJi offense
was ready lo lorn things around.
That never happened.
lacob Lawrence, the team's
middle dclcnscman. led Ihe learn
in goals up until the final week ol
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finally surpassed him. I or a large
pan ni the season, the teams
defenseman had more goals than
the players on offense.
Ihe darkest part of the year came
in a four-game stretch where the
Falcons weren't able to score a sin
glegoaland wereoutscored8-0.
I hen then'was\ uk krkeljic. ihe
freshman form Serbia Everyone
had high hopes for the newcomer
ai ihe beginning of Ihe season, hut
by midseason, they had seemed
to have given up on him.
ItiAugustandSeptembei Krkeljic
was an e\en,da\ starter with a mas

The regular season finally
comes to an end this weekend when BG hosts Akron and
Buffalo in ihe final weekend of
MAC regular season playTonight the falcons host
Akron who enters the match
nccdingawinlnsccurcahoine
match in the liist round of Ihe
MAC tournament, Earlier this
season the teams met in Akron
and lit I prevailed in live sets.
In the match Akron jumped
out to an early lead only to
see Ihe falcons storm back and
eventually dominate the match
in Ihe fifth sel.
"Buffalo and Akron are must
wins for us. and It's really
important for me because I

missed thai weekend with the
death of my dad. So I haven't
seen Buffalo and Akron live."
head coach Denise Van De
Wallesaid.
Last weekend the Zips were
led by junior Brianna Patterson
who recorded 2H kills as they
swept away Buffalo and got the
programs lirsi ever win over

■ amount of potential.
We see linn scoring a lot of
ioals," White said.
Instead, Krkeljic siniggled into
nid October, then was benched
.iixl saw time sparingly the resi ol
le way He finished the season
without a goal or assist, and con
linuestobeaworkin progress,
I hen there was the goalie
■iiuation Paul Shoemaker was
named the startei foi the season
iH'iier against stuiiii Florida, and
remained the starter until late

8
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Saturday BG will honor iis
trio ol seniors as they host
Buffalo in Anderson Arena.
most likely the last volleyball
match to be played on Bowling
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SUDOKO
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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BG Netters to host Akron, Buffalo in season finale
By Sean Shapiro
Reportei
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.
Plainmore Sudoku and win prizes at:

PBIZESUDOKU.COM

orthern Michigan to face off
with Falcons this weekend

rr~

By Ethan Magoc

Green's campus this season,
"We play really well at home
with our surroundings, we just
have to keep in mind the

NABC
From Page 8
decisions
I know they have."
On said. "They're going to miss
traveling and we're going lo miss
having Ihem. But it's, a life lesson
learned and we're just going to
have lo move on from il."
Despite not being eligible to
play ihe lirsi three games of the
year. Miller, Kniglil and Madlock
have continued to help the rest of
the learn in prat ticesandgct Ihem
ready for the competition they'll
lace in Minneapolis.
"I commend Chris. Nate and
Cameron, because they really
helped prepare us for this trip.
They've been great in practice,"
Orr said. "This has to Ix1 a team
effort, including ihem. liven
though they're nut traveling, they
can help make us better and help
prepare us."
While Miller and Knighl are
the team's two top scorers from
last year, then an- players suiting up tonight thai can put the
ball in the basket. These players include n'igning MAC Sixth
Man of the Year Brian Moten and
guards Dairy! Clements and Joe
lakubowski.
The falcons will only have three
post players to rotate, but all three
can play. Otis Polk, Marc I arson
and l-rik Marschall will all see
plenty of playing time.

1USTIH KLf IN

See VOLLEY | Paqe 10

HOME STRETCH: ■
i

TEMPLE

Marschall hasn't played since
very early last season due to
injuries.
From Page 8
"from watching tape, I bad a
game won't be CMS\ Ii
feeling IMarschalll was probably,
siren 11. and said lite U
of our big guys, the most offenplayers will be very ex< iled IO
sively skilled player of the group,"
play lor Ihe new coach,
Orr said. "I le's a hard worker and I
" temple's going io ha
believe he's a guy who loves to play
cannon effect. I he) i
and really wanls to play."
in wanl lo play 1)111-1 i
In their opening match up in the
iheii brand new head
NABC the shonhanded falcons
Miller said "It'stheii fn
will square oil with Georgia State,
to show [Caidoza] whai I
which finished last season with
all about."
a 9-21 record. Tomorrow; they'll
The toughest pan I
face classic host Minnesota
game lor die Falcon
They'll wrap up the event Sunday
be the fact they don't
with a match up against Div. II
know what Cardoza
Concordia State.
throw al ihem.
Since the learn is playing three
"We have no idea uiin
games In three days, game planning has been difficult lo do. ; Temple'sgoingtodo.bothofl
According lo Orr. one coach has I sively and defensively," Mi
been assigned lo scoul each oppo '. said. "We're at a huge disadv
Dent The goal has been to find . lage going into ibis first gai
But dial's the kind ol advers
parts of each teams Style of play
you wain to put a young lei
thai are similar so the learn could
through, because hopefully
practice for all of them ai once.
lanuary that adversity you I.
"They'll be three quality games."
will only help you."
Orr said. "Really, it's aggressive
for the second ye.u in i
teams who have really good alb
the falcons can beconsidei
letes. I'llicy'rei really strong defenayoungteam. I orwardl imlsive teams. Its early. Inn they'll
Goldsberry is the team's oi
be as competitive as any teams
senior, still, (here's somethii
we play this early in the year. It'll
to be said for a group that u
speak a lot to our endurance and
2li games a yeai ago and Mil
to our depth right now. Il's an
ihcMACregiilai season title
opportunity for us to grow."
They're returning threi
Tip off lor tonight's game is
ol their five starters bom I.
scheduled foi '6 p.m.

CAMPBELL HILLr
APARTMENTS
2 Bedroom

Townhouses
■ Deposit Special $400
• Furnished
• 1 Half & Full Bath
• Full Basement
■ Air Conditioned
• Microwave
• Washer/ Dryer
■ 2 BGSU Shuttle Stops
• Plenty of Parking
• Dishwasher
• Garbage Disposal

I

"We have no idea
what Temple's
going to do, both
offensively and
defensively."

year, including lop scorer and
rcboundei I amen Prochaska.
Forward len llbl. who provided a spark oil ihe bench all
last season, is also bad. Miller
will use multiple players al (he
poilll guard position including
II.H v Pontiusand transfer Niki
Mi I oy.t enlei l.ua Breskcwill

once again anchor the post
Although they're youthful
ltd will be a lough out In the
season opener. Miller's excited
fertile tough task that awaits in
Philadelphia.
"We're excited about the
challenge," Miller said. "Can
we rebound with temple? Can
we compete with ihem physically ( an we handle their
team speed'.' All those are challenges thai are going to be a
lesi tonight II we can prove
to ourselves that we can have
some success, I ihink ii bodes
well In lite time lanuary comes
around.

When the 2008-09 hockey
schedule came out, Northern
Michigan coaches, players
and fans nuisi have had one
thought.
"Oh no...not again."
for l he second si raigln season.
the Wildcats have opened their
season against some of the best
teams that the conference, and
the nation, has lo offer. They
began last season with a ()-(>
record in the Central Collegiate
Hockey Association by dropping
games lo Michigan, Michigan
State and Miami.
CHRISTINA MCGINNIS
This years schedule has not
trealed Northern much better THE BAROMETER:
so far. The school holds a 1-4-1 games (-. •:■.-■■
record after again opening w iib
Michigan and Michigan State,
and then being swept by Notre
Dame last weekend.
"Last year, they played eighl
that is current!) desperate for
games against top lb teams, and wins. l«; can't expeel the mad
it's much the same Ibis year." back to .500 to he MIA easy.
I hey re a good team, ihey
said BG coach Scott Paluch,
whose team faces Northern
were picked high, and they have
a lot of good players," Paluch
tonight and tomorrow night at
said. "Last yeai. ihey had the
the BGSU Ice Arena.
best record in our league over
The Wildcats have not lost a
the second ball of the year."
conference game yet this yeai
After that lackluster start in
by more I ban a I wo goal margin,
which means Paluch and bis 2007-08, Northern went on to
capture third place in the CCHA
players can expect an extremely
fouinamenl with a win ovet
rinse series.
Notre Dame, who eventually
uc doesn't have quite as
became the second-best team
favorable of a position as ihey
in the nation.
did when Northern came to
Northern's conference stats
town in November of 2007.
Ihe falcons carried a 5-2-0 are extremely similar to BG's, as
both teams have scored 11 goals
overall record and a four-game
winning streak al ibis point in and allowed 16, which is yel
2007. but are currently 3-5-2 and another reason this weekend's
haven't won since I lalloween.
HOCKEY
And with a Northern team
■

Being single and pregnant
is tough

3 Bedroom

Townhouses
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Deposit Special S500
Furnished
1 Half & 1 Full Bath
Full basement
Air conditioned
Washer/Dryer
2 BGSU Shuttle Stops
Microwave
Plenty of Parking
Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal

getting help isn't

Starting at

Starting at

419-354-4673
www.bgpc.org
1-800-395-HELP

$765/month

$900/month

+ Utilities

* Utilities

www.knowledge is empowering.com

Greenbriar, Inc.

(419) 352-0717

www.greenbriarrentals.com

Foundation
for

iff.
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THE BG NEWS PICKS OF THE WEEK

Illi

h\ *wk 12 or" cofege
locxba* and there* onV
one MAC game gong on
tomorrow Thanks Tuesday
and Wednesday uhedubrtg
With no BG game 10 prt.
we've got an eclectic mu of
ptcks to make, and we w got
the makings of a logjam at
the top of the standings
#24 South Carolina
vs. #3 Florida

CHRIS VOLOSCHUK
SoomEAoc

ANDREW HARNER
Assistant Soorts
Sports Editoc
Editor

CRAIG VANDERKAM
Web Editor

FREDDY HUNT
EAtot-in-CM

Those Gamecocks are going to
leave the Swamp as Gameheni

South Carota plays good "D".
Gators stomp on the Gamecocks This game ieaBy won't be dose.
Buckeye fans might recognize
but they wJ absolutely get owned
tha score
by the Gators

WWWBGNEWS.COM

The Daily Crossword Fix

Florida 57. South CarolWn 10

Florida 58. South CaroRna 15

Florida 41. South Carolina M

.—

1

■

vs. Illinois

#16BYU

OSU 55 Illinois 17

OSU 41. Illinois 17

.«

'

rveplaysc

'.1

#17 North Carolina
vs. Maryland

icl
#25 Tills*
vs. Houston
Tuba 4
Ohio Wesleyan
vs. Allegheny

Ho '■ Mttk
Overall record

BYU 56. Air Force 25

I love thn match up during
basketball season But football
season' Not so much Heels win
on the road
UNC 24. Maryland 20

The Tarheels basketball guys have Maryd dhn bub nfae E i
25 teams already this year, but
finally taught the loctbJ team
they're not beating UNC
how to wm

I want to provide the BG rootbJ
team with some more motivation
foi the Buffalo gan* Check out
this score You're welcome, guys
Tuha 65. Houston 7

II these two teams were (eHy and It's a big conference game, but
sconng was peanut butter, they'd TJsa should have no problem
make a sandwich 11 step outsrfe here

My older brother once played for
the Batrkng Bishops so I tend to
lean towards them Alegheny.s
about to nde the pan train
Wesleyan 17. Allegheny 10

Its Sensor Pay at Alegheny. so
t considered going to Allegheny
1
'or a week once Had I gone there. there's no way they lose
I'd be covering a win this week

3926

SOCCER
From Page 9
in the season when he was
benched in favor of lirenl Pelkus,
whom lie would split time with
the resl of Ihe season.
Some questioned that decision, on the pounds a goalie
shouldn't be replaced because a
team can't score.
An interesting note on that,
would be that before their
four game scoreless streak,

VOLLEY
From Page 9
little things we didn't do this
past weekend in the hard loss
to Ohio University," said senior
Kendra Halm.
Buffalo enters the match
with a dismal 1-13 record in the
MAC with their only win coming over Kent State two weekends ago. In program history
the Bulls have only beaten the
Falcons once in 17 meetings
and int the last meeting senior
Chelsey Meek became the first
Falcon in program history to
reach the 2,000-dig mark.
Buffalo is led by sophomore
Kristin Bignell who could
become the first Bull to hit over
.300 in a season since Buffalo
joined the MAC over eight
years ago.
After the IKi-Bulfalo match
at 3 p.m. tomorrow the biggest
MAC match of the season starts
at 7 p.m. in Mount Pleasant,
Mich., when Central Michigan
hosts Ohio University, a match
which has huge MAC tournament implications.
"That's the biggest match
left in the MAC; that we aren't

HOCKEY
From Page 9
games should be very tight.
"These games arc extremely
important to us," said BG senior
forwardBrandonSvendsen.who
was a Cedar Rapids Roughrider
in his junior hockey days. "Four
points could spark the squad
to get a streak going and start
jumping up in the standings."
Svendsen's line will be the
key to the series. None of BG's
other three lines have really
begun to produce significant
offensive numbers, while the
line of Svendsen, Dan Sexton
and David Solway has 32 total
points already.
If the Falcons are to beat
Northern's goaltender, Brian
Stewart, who has just two wins
but a .901 save percentage this
season, they will likely need
another former Roughrider to

UNC 50. Maryland 16

Houston 75. Tuha 62

Allegheny 4. Wesleyan 5
42-23

Allegheny 10. Wesleyan 6

playing,'' Van De VValle said.
If BG wins both matches
this weekend and Ohio wins
against the Chippewas, the
Bobcats will win their fifth
straight MAC East division
title and secure a first round
bye. BG would then be the fifth
seed in the tournament and
most likely host Buffalo again
next Thursday.
But if Central Michigan
wins (he match, Ohio, BG and
Miami will all be tied for the
top spot in Ihe MAC East and
would be crowned co-champions. Following a tiebreaker
the Falcons would get the
number two seed in the tournament and first round bye
since they were the only team
to beat top seeded Western
Michigan this season.
While BG still has to handle things on their own court
tomorrow coach Van De VValle
will be keeping close watch on
the Central Michigan-Ohio
match tomorrow night.
"After we beat them [Buffalo
and Akron] we definitely will
be watching the match, since
we play at three and we play at
seven. I'm exciled to see what
happens," Malm said.

"They're a good
team, they were
picked high, and
they have a lot of
good players."

liisa is gong to dnl em lib they
dnJAntorwSmifhfitheGMAC
Bowl (I still can't bekeve he held
onto the bal Way to go Antonio;
Turn 56. Houston 15
'Look, you bewrko Barbie dol
When you mess wrtti Sp*e. you
mess mth death*

-SpAe
Allegheny 54. Wesleyan 17
41-24

graduation, meaning that leff
Smoker and Steven Topper will
compete for the goalie position
next season. Neither has ever
seen game time In their college
careers.
BG finishes the season with
a disastrous record of 4-13-2,
including 0-7-0 in the MAC.
Thompson, who has now completed his fifth year as head
coach, now hasan overall record
of 18-69-8.
The program has no where to
go but up.
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ACROSS

'

22
24
25
29
31
32
33
34
35
37
38

Top of fraction
Cork populace
Body's trunk
Goulash or slumgullion
Low-boost coffee
Velocity detector
Delicate color
Firm belief
_ gin fizz
Type of sch.
"The Name of the
Rose" writer
Moocher
Sushi choice
Projecting nose
Actor Wallach

39
41
42
47
48
49
50
52
54
55

1 French cleric
5 Discomfit
10 Contract in wrinkles

46
47
49
51
53
58
61
62
63
66
67
68
69
70
71

14 Feels regret
15
16
17
19
20
21
23
26
27
28
30
32
36
37
40
43
44
45

Walk-on
New Greek coin
George Carlin album
Bahrain ruler
Well-plumed bird
Like some grapes
Cake or pie
Whiskey pick
Fraternity letter
Homeless kids
RE. Lee's nation
Three-piece piece
Genetic stuff
Like some peanuts
George Carlin album
Tight spot
Way in China
HOMES part
.

Single grain
Decorative plant
Tex. campus
Goddess of folly
Layer
Secret assembly
Actress Verdugo
Cogito _ sum
Classic bit from 17A
Necessity
Garbage
Guitar ridge
Ferrell or Banks
Streisand film
Old sailors

Scottish river
Flower element
Rowboat need
Unsparing
Concoct
Bouquet
Comic Amsterdam
Delectable
Overhead
firma

56 Below
57
59
60
64
65

Sail supports
Musical finale
Bayh or Hunter
Appro*
Org. of Ducks and
Rangers
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STRAIGHT YEARS

PISnN€LLO'S§

SK ABOUT
UR SPECIALS!
our coupon menu at
.pisanellos.com
L

203 N. Main "SEES
352-5166 |
56.50 Minimum
Open Weekdays 4PM

• Lunch Fri. • Sat. • Sun

Help Wanted

For Sale

For Rent

' ! iL

BARTENDING! up to $300'day. No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.

426 E Wooster. Lg. 1 Bdrm.
avail. Fall 2009, $475/mo, utils incl.
Call 419-352-5882

BG

30 People Wanted lo Lose Weight.
Up to 30 lbs/30 days, Cash Back
Rewards, 1 on 1 Private Coaching.
Call 419-601 -5179

Story S a half house w/ 3 BR,
2 full baths, huge kitchen, gas fireplace in LR. Immaculate, move-in
condition New price of $114,900
Seller open to renting.
Contact Jo Loe at 419-601-0492

For Rent

have been signing leases 2009-2010
Houses, apts over 3 legally on lease.
930 E Wooster+303 E Merry=large!
see Cartyrentals.com
or call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm.

NEWS
B

G

5

U

Classified Ads

419-372-6977
The BG News will not knowing!) accept
advertisements (hat discriminate, or
encourage discrimination against any
individual or group on the basis of race,
sex. color, creed, religion, naiinnal origin,
sexual orientation, disability, status as a
veteran, or on the basis of any other legally
protected siatus.
The BG News resents the right to decline,
discontinue or revise any advertisement
such as those found to be defamatory,
lacking in factual basis, misleading or false
in nature. Ail advertisements arc subject
to editing and approval.

Earn extra S. students needed ASAP
Earn up to $150 a day being a
mystery shopper, no exp needed
Call 1-800-722-4791
Exotic dancers wanted, must be 18,
Call after 8pm. no exp needed
Call 419-332-2279
Make up to S75 per on-line survey,
visit
www.cashtospend.com

•1/1/09 -1 or 2 BR apts low as $399,
see Cartyrenlals.com
Call419-353-0325 9am.-9pm
2 BR apt. 824 6th St. BG.
close to campus, avail. Jan. '09.

Call 440-506-0641

2 BR unfurn apt, 139 S College Dr
1 year lease, avail. 5/15*9-5/10/10,
$600/mo including utilities & gas.
Call 419-601-3108.
For Sale

'93 Pontiac Sunbird convertible,
runs great! S1500
Call 419-930-7558
Olingo French: Levels 1-4,
unopened, equiv to Rosetta Stone
but cheaper! Call 567-204-3230
or e-mail: efisher@bgsu.edu

3 BR house at 317 N Enterprise.
avail NOW!
1 8 2 BR apts at 800 3rd St „
Avail in Jan 2009
Call 419-354-9740.

Housing Fair, November 20
from 10 30am-2:30pm
Lenhart Grand Ballroom

TEXAS HOLD 'EM
TOURNAMENTS

Travel

Proceeds benefit the Wood County Humane Society

Spring Break Discounts, Free Travel.
BeloreNov 1st.l-800-426-7710.
wwwsunsplashtours.com

Nov 15 and W

Scott Paluch | Coach
LIFE DRAWING class Thurs. Nov 20th. 6:30-8:30pm
at Bountiful Arts Studio in Waterville
Call 419-349-2626 for into/to register
Lock It Up Storage
655 Poe Road
North Baltimore. OH.
"(ATTENTION ATTENTION!!!
Winter Special
50%off first full month
Various sizes Available
Call the office at 419-257-2851

832 Third St. 5 blks from campus
3 BR, 1 bath, fenced in back yard
Short term lease OK.
$840/mo.+ util Call 419-392-2812.

Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave.
Office hours 10-2. M-F
www.bgapartments.com
School 09-'10
3 BR house avail 8/15/09,
dose to campus, off street parking,
washer/dryer, CA, shuttle bus avail.
3 BR house, 6 month lease NOW
1 room efficiency avail. May 16, '09,
off-street parking.
1 BR efficiency avail August 15. 09,
off-street parking.
Call 419-601-3225

3 BR house for rent, $855/mo, W/D,
AC, fenced yard, b/w downtown S
campus, call 419-353-9696.

Campus Events

Services Offered

increase his production.
lacob Cepis, who played two
seasons with Cedar Rapids, has
one goal and two assists on 43
shots in 10 games this season.
"Brandon and lacob are both
quick players," Paluch said,
"We're happy with those two
guys for sure."
Paluch will probably be a
lot happier this weekend if
his sophomore forward can
regain his 31-point freshman
year form.

H

LH"

"■

Shaped like a rainbow
Protuberance
Chicago pros
Sibilant letters
Coll. sports grp.
Dance in France
Famous cookie maker
Underground conduits
Bee product

Maryland 51. UNC 50

Tutsi 58. Houston 17

Shoemaker was actually the last
to score a goal.
So as a disappointing season
ends, it's clear what the Falcons
need to do to get ready for next
season.
Their offense needs drastic
improvement. Whether it is
through newcomers reviving it
or the continued development
of young players like Krkcljic
and Byard Killing, it needs
improvement.
Also, the Falcons will lose
both Shoemaker and I'etkus to

^■lM

1

4

I had to choose an upset and
Maryland hasn't lost at home this
year I also love big turtles

UNC 54. Maryland 28

44-21

.'•
39

38

BYU 55. Air Force 14

BYU 41. Air Forte 20

8YU 28. Ak Force 7

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

II

i» i

?;

^^■■1

The records ol these teams make Air Force has a surpri jngfy good Porygamewinnmg
ground game, but BYU wins with
for a deceivng match up BYU
an ar attack of the* own
•oils large

AuFo.

vs. Air Force
155

OSU 42 Illinois 55

OSU 28. Illinois 17

'.

■

llexn |ust lost to rVestern
Michigan Enough sad

mft
Oho Slate -95

H

■

K

^■;'

Florida 45. South Carotin* 24

Didn't Bkncxs play in J BCS game Jvce Wiftams was kke the perfect No looking past Unas this year
OSU gets their revenge on the
last year' What happened' The
oiangojuice last yeai for thn
game This year he's kke spoiled
Btx keyes toll in this one

1

ie 1

■'

#10 Ohio Statt

■

II

'
"

SI

Florida 72.5
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brought to you by

th

Held at the Fraternal Order of Police lodge
located on the Wood County Fairgrounds at
13800 W Poe, Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

$50 TOURNAMENTS w/REBUYS:

Saturday 15th • Noon and 5pm
Sunday 16th - Noon and 5pm
CASH TABLES OPEN AT 11:AM ■ FOOD AND DRINKS AVAILABLE

THANKS
B I FF ET

11:00 A.M.-3:00 RM.

RfcSTAUgMf/ p

419.353.2277
163 South Main'BowlingGreen

MUSr BE 16 aM ft** vMd d«nffllc*><» a\ Tilt tww

Sponsored by LMARIES Laundromat

HOUSES! HOUSES! HOUSES!
BEST SELECTION OF 2,3,4,5 AND 6 BEDROOM HOUSES
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 2008.

Management Inc.

El

Amenities Included in many of our houses:
-

Furnished or unfurnished
Wosher and Dryer
Garbage disposal, dishwasher
Large yards
1 and 2 car garages .
Full basements
Most homes are NEW or REMODELED

-

Air conditioning
Sas log fireplaces
1-2 blocks from campus
May or August leases a
Microwaves
Walk in closets

3-6 People allowed depending on location
CALL FOR DETAILS (419) 352-0717

www.greenbriarrentals.cpm

^jyt^
Wk iff
GREENBMATTNC

Start renting November 10, 2008
lor the 2009/2010 ichool year.
If paperwork is completed
and lease is signed before
12/21/08 each person's name
will be entered into a drawing lor

FREE RENT
lor the school year.

www.meccabg.com
Visit our websile lor
prices, photos, & specials!

